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A bstract
G raph embeddings play an im portan t role in interconnection network and VLSI de­
sign. Designing efficient embedding strategies for sim ulating one network by another 
and determ ining the num ber of layers required to  build a VLSI chip are ju s t two of the 
m any areas in which graph embeddings are used. In the area of network sim ulation 
we develop efficient, small dilation embeddings of a butterfly network into a  different 
size an d /o r type of butterfly network. The genus of a graph gives an indication of 
how m any layers are required to build a  circuit. We have determ ined the exact genus 
for the perm utation network called the star graph, and have given a lower bound for 
the genus of the perm utation network called the pancake graph. The s ta r graph has 
been proposed as an alternative to  the binary hypercube and, therefore, we compare 
the genus of the star graph w ith th a t of the binary hypercube. A nother type of 
em bedding th a t is helpful in determ ining the num ber of layers is a book embedding. 
We develop upper and lower bounds on the pagenumber of a book em bedding of the 
k -ary hypercube along with an upper bound on the cumulative pagewidth.
xi
Chapter 1 
Introduction
G raph embeddings play an im portan t role in interconnection network and VLSI de­
sign. Designing efficient em bedding strategies for sim ulating one network by another 
and determ ining the number of layers required to  build a VLSI chip are ju s t two of the 
m any areas in which graph embeddings are used, and are the areas we explore in this 
dissertation. The rem ainder of this chapter is devoted to  the basic term inology used 
throughout the paper and defining the networks involved. C hapter 2 explores the 
area of network sim ulation where we develop efficient, small dilation em beddings of a 
butterfly  network into a different size/type butterfly network. C hapter 3 delves into 
the problem of determ ining the genus of a graph, where the graphs under discussion 
are the recently developed sta r and pancake graphs. The genus of the graph gives an 
indication as to how difficult the graph is to  develop as a chip. C hapter 4 explores 
the graph em bedding called a  book embedding. We develop a book em bedding for 
the V ary  hypercube and give bounds for the pagenum ber and cum ulative pagewidth. 
This pagenum ber has a direct correlation to the num ber of layers required to  build a 
chip based on a given graph. Finally, C hapter 5 provides a sum m ary and a few open 
questions.
1
21.1 G raphs
A graph G  is an ordered pair (V ,E )  where V  = { v i , v 2, ■ ■ ■ , v n}, for some n > 1, 
is a set of vertices, or nodes, and E  = {(vx , v y)\vx ,v y E V }  is a possibly em pty set 
of edges, or arcs, th a t connect vertices of V.  Two vertices vx and vy are said to be 
adjacent if there is an edge between them, and vx and vy are the endpoints of the 
edge. The degree of a vertex vx , denoted by d e g ^ ) ,  is the num ber of edges th a t have 
vx as an endpoint. The degree of a graph is the maximum degree of all vertices of the 
graph. If all vertices of graph have the same degree, then the graph is called regular. 
The notation d-regular is used to indicate th a t a graph is regular w ith every vertex 
having degree d.
A walk of length k in a graph G  is a sequence e\, e2, • ■ •, e*,, where e* 6 E  and e7. 
and ei+i share an endpoint. If the vertices comprising the endpoints of the edges of 
the walk are all unique, then the walk is said to be a path. The length of the pa th  is 
the num ber of edges of which the path  is composed. A graph is said to be connected 
if a  pa th  can be found between any two vertices of the graph. The distance between 
two vertices vx and vy is the length of the shortest path  between them . The diameter  
of a graph G  is simply the maximum distance between any two vertices.
A complete graph is a graph th a t has an edge between any two vertices. A nother 
way of defining a complete graph is a graph th a t has a diam eter of one. A complete 
graph on n  vertices is denoted by K n. A path  th a t has the same vertex as the starting  
and ending point is called a cycle. A  graph I I  = (Vji , E u ) is a subgraph of a graph 
G  =  (VG, E g ) if Vji C VG, E„  C E g , where if (vx ,v y) G E Ih then vx , v y £ Vn . If
we have two edges e* and e,- w ith i j  and the endpoints of e,; and ej are the same, 
then there are multiple edges between those endpoints. A graph is called directed if 
we impose an order on the vertex pair representing an edge. Thus, if we have an 
edge (Vi,Vj), then we say the edge is from, Vi and goes to vy, this means th a t the edge 
(■Vi,Vj) is not the same as the edge (Vj,Vi). An undirected graph imposes no order on 
the vertex pair representing an edge; thus, the edge (Vi,Vj) is equal to, or the same 
as, the edge (Vj,Vi). Graphs used to represent interconnection networks are assumed 
to  be undirected and to contain no multiple edges or self-loops, where a self-loop is 
an edge where both  endpoints are the same vertex.
If we can divide the vertex set V q  into two subsets, for example V q  and V q , and 
for any edge e =  (V i ,V j ) G E h ,  we have ig G V q  and Vj G V q  (or Vj G V q  and 
A £ Vq, since G is undirected); therefore, the graph is said to be bipartite. If we 
can create a cycle in the graph th a t uses each vertex exactly once, then  the graph 
is called Hamiltonian, a name derived from a game invented by Sir W illiam Rowan 
Hamilton [52].
A graph is vertex symmetric  if the appearance of the graph is the same a t each 
vertex. In other words, by relabeling the vertices, any vertex can perform the job 
of any other vertex. In a similar manner, a graph is edge symmetric  if every edge 
looks the same to  the graph, up to the labeling of the endpoints. In processor in­
terconnection networks we are concerned with how the network responds to faulty 
processors. In representing the interconnection network by a graph, we remove the 
vertices associated with the faulty processors. A graph is said to  be / -fault tolerant 
if the removal of /  or fewer vertices leaves the graph connected. The fault tolerance
4of a graph is simply the largest /  for which the graph is /- fa u lt tolerant. If we have 
a  graph of degree d, then this /  can be a t most d — 1 since it takes the removal of 
the d adjacent vertices of a degree d vertex to disconnect the graph. W hen a graph 
of degree d has fault tolerance d — 1, the graph is said to be maximally fault tolerant. 
Thus, all d-regular graphs are maximally fault tolerant since all vertices are of degree 
d and, therefore, require the removal of a t least d vertices to disconnect the  graph.
Vl  V2
v 3 VA
(a)
v 3 i>4
(b)
Figure 1.1: G raphs (a) G = (Vg , E g ) and (b) H  =  (VH, E H)
E x a m p le : Let G  =  (Vq ,Eg)  and H  = (V h , E h ) be graphs as shown in Figure 1.1. 
Since VG =  VH and E q  C E h , we can see th a t G  is a subgraph of PI. Since all 
vertices of G are an endpoint of exactly two edges, G  is 2-regular. Similarly, it is easy 
to see the H  is 3-regular. The largest distance between any two vertices of G  is two, 
from V\ to  u4, or from v 2 to v3, so G has diam eter two. H  has an edge between any 
two vertices, so I I  has a diam eter of one and, therefore, is a complete graph on four 
vertices, which is K.\. G and H  are both Hamiltonian since we can travel the cycle 
created by the vertices in the order V1-V2 -V/1-V3 -V 1 . If we divide the vertex set Vc, 
into the two sets -  {iq, rq} and {u2, v:i} -  we can see th a t G is b ipartite  since no edge 
connects V\ to u4 and no edge connects v2 to v3. G is 1-fault tolerant since we can
5000 001 010 O il 100 101 110 111
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level 1
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level 3
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Figure 1.2: Butterfly B ( 2) Figure 1.3: Butterfly B ( 3)
remove a t m ost one vertex w ithout disconnecting the graph; thus, G is maximally 
fault tolerant. H  is 3-regular and, therefore, is also maximally fault tolerant.
1.2 B u tte r fly  N etw ork s
The n-dim ensional ordinary butterfly, denoted by B ( n ), has (n + l)2 n nodes and 
n2n+1 edges. The nodes correspond to pairs (i ,w n) where 0 <  i < n  is the level or 
dimension  of the node and wn is an n-bit binary number th a t denotes the column of 
the node. Two nodes (i , wn) and (i1, w'n) are linked by an edge if, and only if, i! =  i + 1 
and either:
1. wn and w'n are identical, or
2. wn and w'n differ in precisely the i 'th  bit from the right.
If wn and w'n are identical, the edge is said to be a straight edge; otherwise, the edge 
is said to  be a cross edge. Edges connecting nodes on levels i and i + 1 are said to 
be level i +  1 edges. Figures 1.2 and 1.3 depict ordinary butterflies B ( 2) and 23(3). 
The butterfly has a recursive structure, as can be seen in comparing Figure 1.2 with
600 01 10 11 00 01 10 11
level 1 level 2 M  M
level 2 level 1
Wrapped Edges
level 2
Figure 1.4: Butterfly B w(2) Figure 1.5: B w(2 ): A lternate Drawing
Figure 1.3. Simply by removing the level n, or level 0, nodes of an /z-dimensional 
butterfly  we will be left w ith two copies of an (n — l)-dim ensional butterfly.
A second type of butterfly  is the wrapped butterfly. The w rapped butterfly  is 
simply an ordinary butterfly with levels 0 and n  merged into one level. Formally, the 
n-dim ensional wrapped butterfly, denoted by B w(n), has n 2" nodes and n2 n + 1  edges. 
Nodes are labeled as in the ordinary butterfly. Two nodes (i , w n) and are
linked by an edge if, and only if, i! =  (i mod n) + 1, where 1 < i < n, and either:
1. iun =  w'n, or
2. wn and w'n differ in precisely the i 'th  b it from the right.
As in the ordinary butterfly, edges connecting levels i and i' are called level i' edges. 
Figure 1.4 depicts the 2-dimensional wrapped butterfly B w(2). Figure 1.5 depicts an 
alternate  way of drawing the wrapped butterfly -  it is drawn as an ordinary butterfly  
w ith level 0 relabeled as level n, where the two level n ’s are, in fact, the same level. 
Both types of butterflies have fixed degree, which is one advantage the butterfly  has 
over networks such as the hypercube. The wrapped butterfly B w(n) is 4-regular, 
while the vertices of the ordinary butterfly B(n)  have degree four w ith the exception 
of those a t level 0 and level n, which have degree two.
01 11
00 10 
Figure 1.6: Binary Cube (52(2)
1.3 k -ary  H y p ercu b es
A binary hypercube of dimension d , denoted by (52(d), is an undirected graph of 2 d 
vertices labeled by the integers from 0 to  2 d — 1. Two nodes are connected by an edge 
if, and only if, the binary representation of their labels differ in exactly one bit. Since 
there are a to ta l of d bits, the degree of each node is d; thus, Qv(d) is a d-regular 
graph. Since the binary hypercube is d-regular, we know th a t it is maxim ally fault 
tolerant, as defined in Section 1.1. If two nodes differ in all b it positions, then we can 
find a path  of length d connecting them . This is the farthest apart two nodes of (52(d) 
can be; therefore, the diam eter of (52(d) is d. Figures 1.6 and 1.7 illustrate the binary 
hypercubes <52(2) and <52(3). If we remove the labeling of the binary hypercube, 
it is easy to  see th a t the graph looks the same from each vertex, and each edge is 
identical to any other edge. Thus, the binary hypercube is both  vertex and edge 
sym m etric. The binary hypercube has a highly recursive structure. In constructing 
(52(d), we connect the corresponding nodes of two copies of <52(d — 1). These two 
copies of Q 2(d — 1) are called copy 0 and copy 1. Let a  be a binary string of length
101 111
y ' o ry
/ 100 y
000 010 
Figure 1.7: Binary Cube <52(3)
820
10
0100 02
Figure 1.8: Ternary Cube Q s(l) Figure 1.9: Ternary Cube Qz(2)
(d — 1). Two nodes correspond if their binary representations are of the form 0a. and 
l a ,  where Oct is in copy 0 and let is in copy 1. The binary hypercube is based on 
the base-2 num ber system, as is evident by its name. If we extend the notion of the 
hypercube to  be based on any base-& num ber system, where k > 2 is an integer, then 
we obtain a k-ary hypercube.
A k-ary hypercube of dimension d , denoted by Qk{d), is an undirected graph of k d 
vertices labeled by the integers from 0 to  kd — 1. Two nodes are connected by an edge 
if, and only if, the k-ary representation of their labels differ in exactly one digit by one 
modulo k. Since there are a to ta l of d digits, and each digit is connected to  two nodes, 
the degree of each node is 2d; thus, Qk(d) is a 2d-regular graph. If two nodes differ 
in all digits, then we can find a path  of length d |  connecting them . This is the
farthest apart two nodes of Qk(d.) can be; therefore, the diam eter of Qk{d.) is d 
Figures 1.8 and 1.9 illustrate the ternary  hypercubes, Q a(l) and Qs(2). The k -ary 
hypercube also has a highly recursive structure. In constructing Qjt(d), we connect
92-subcube
20 21 22
1-subcube
10 11 12
0-subcube
00 01 02
Figure 1.10: The Three .r-Subcubes of Qz{2)
the corresponding nodes of k copies of Qk(d — 1). These k copies of Qk(d  — 1) are 
called copies 0 through k. Let a  be a binary string of length (d — 1). Two nodes 
correspond if their k -ary representations are of the form m a  and na,  where v ia  is in 
copy m  and n a  is in copy n  and n  — m  +  1 (mod k).
There are many ways of defining a subcube of Qk(d).  For our purposes we will 
define a subcube as follows: A subcube of Qk(d) is a subgraph H  of Qk(d)  such th a t 
H  is isomorphic to  Qk(d — 1). We will further refine our definition of a subcube by 
defining an a;-subcube. An x-subcube, where 0 <  x  < k, is the subcube th a t results 
when the first position is fixed with x. Figure 1.10 shows the three a:-subcubes of
Qa( 2).
1.4  P e r m u ta tio n  N etw ork s
In exploring alternate topologies to the binary hypercube for interconnection net­
works, Akers and Krishnamurthy[3] consider several models based on Cayley graphs. 
The following definitions for groups and generators are taken from McCoy[41] and
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Allenby[5]. A nonem pty set G  on which there is defined a binary operation “o” is 
called a group (with respect to  this operation) provided the following properties are 
satisfied:
1. If a , b, c G G , then (a  o b) o c =  a o (b o c).
2. There exists an element e of G  such th a t e o a =  a o e =  a for every elem ent a 
of G.
3. If a G G, there exists an element x  of G  such th a t a o x  =  x  o a =  e.
Let G  be a group and let U =  {a, 6, c , . . . } be a non-empty subset of G. We denote 
by (U) the set of all elements g of G  which can be expressed as a product, g =  
x \ \xH  . . . x \ Tr where r is a positive integer, each Xi G U, and each e,; G {—1,1}. (U ) 
is the subgroup of G generated by U\ {a , 6 , c , . . . } is the set of  generators for (U). If 
(£/) =  G, then {a, b ,c , . . . }  is called the generators for G. If U is finite and G  — (U),  
then G  is called a finitely generated group. Given a finite group G, we can model G  as 
a graph where the nodes of the graph correspond to the elements of G  and the  edges 
correspond to the actions of the generators of G. This graph is called a Cayley graph. 
Let a and b be elements of a group G  such th a t in the Cayley graph representation 
there exists tin edge between them , then there is a generator of G  th a t when applied 
to  a gives us b. For interconnection networks, we require th a t the graph model be 
undirected. This requirement means th a t each generator has to be its own inverse. 
We will restrict our discussion to perm utation groups, whose elements and generators 
are perm utations. Akers and Krishnam urthy [3] present several topologies based on
11
perm utations. For this dissertation we will look a t only two, the pancake graph and 
the star graph.
1.4.1 Pancake Graphs
The pancake graph is based on the pancake flipping problem originally proposed by 
Dweighter [23]:
The chef in our place is sloppy, and when he prepares a stack of pancakes 
they come out all different sizes. Therefore, when I deliver them  to  a 
custom er, on the way to  the table I rearrange them  (so th a t the smallest 
winds up on top, and so on, down to  the largest on the bottom ) by grab­
bing several from the top and flipping them  over, repeating this (varying 
the num ber I flip) as m any times as necessary. If there are n  pancakes, 
w hat is the maximum num ber of flips (as a function of n)  th a t I will ever 
have to  use to rearrange them?
A nother way of viewing this problem is th a t of prefix reversal. If we are given an 
arb itra ry  string of n  distinct symbols, how many prefix reversals are required to  sort 
the string so th a t the symbols are in order from smallest to  largest? (A prefix reversal 
is the reversal of the leftm ost % <  n  symbols of the string.) In the pancake graph, we 
represent the n  pancakes w ith the integers 1, 2 , . . . ,  n  w ith 1 representing the sm allest 
pancake and n  the largest. This number n  is the dimension of the pancake graph. A 
stack of pancakes is then represented by a perm utation of 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. Thus there are 
n\ perm utations of 1, 2 , . . . ,  n  representing all possible stacks of n  pancakes. These 
n\ perm utations are represented by nodes in the Cayley graph. The generators for 
this graph are of the form i(i — I) • • -21(z +  1 )(i +  2) • • -n  for some 2 < i < n. 
These generators reverse only the leftmost i positions. Thus, the object in position 
1 is swapped w ith the object in position i\ the object in position 2 is swapped with 
the object in position (* — 1), and so forth. In the pancake graph, two nodes a
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Figure 1.11: Pancake G raph P 2 Figure 1.12: Pancake G raph P 3
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Figure 1.13: Pancake G raph P4
and b are connected by an edge if, and only if, by reversing the first i symbols of 
a, for some 2 <  i < n, we obtain b. Figures 1.11, 1.12, and 1.13 illustra te  pancake 
graphs of dimension two, three, and four. Since there are a t most n — 1 flips, or 
prefix reversals, for any perm utation of 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, the pancake graph of dimension n, 
denoted by Pn, is an (n — l)-regular graph. We will denote the flipping of the leftm ost 
i positions by flip(z). The length of any path  between any two vertices is simply the
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num ber of flips used to travel from one vertex to the other. Thus, in order to find 
the distance between any two vertices, we need to find the minimum num ber of flips 
required to  connect them. Since the diam eter of a graph is the maxim um  distance 
between any two vertices, we only need to  determ ine the minimum num ber of flips 
required to  properly stack any arb itrary  stack of pancakes, or the minimum num ber 
of prefix reversals to return  any arbitrary  perm utation to the identity perm utation. 
Currently, the exact diam eter of Pn is unknown. Several researchers have been able 
to  determ ine upper and lower bounds for the diameter. Garey, Johnson, and Lin [27] 
give exact values for the num ber of flips, denoted by f ( n ) ,  for n  <  7 pancakes by 
exhaustive search by hand and computer; they also show th a t n + 1 <  f { n )  <  2 n — 6 
for n  > 7. G ates and Papadimitriou[28] have improved on these results; showing th a t 
the num ber of flips required to  sort a stack of n  pancakes is ^  <  f { n )  < where 
n  is a m ultiple of 16. Cohen [19] has shown th a t f ( n )  < +  c, for some constant
c if n  is not a multiple of 14, otherwise, c =  0. Even more recently, Heydari and 
Sudborough [33] have shown th a t if n = 3(mod 12), then — flips are sufficient. 
(Note: The results of Cohen, Heydari and Sudborough are based on a conjecture of 
w hat is the hardest stack of pancakes to sort.)
1.4.2 Star Graphs
The star graph of dimension n, denoted by Gn, is a Cayley graph th a t is based on 
a transposition tree in the shape of a star; and like the pancake graph, the nodes 
of the graph are the perm utations of 1 , 2 , . . . ,  n  for some n  >  2. A transposition is 
a perm utation th a t swaps two positions. For example, the transposition 1324 swaps
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Figure 1.14: A Transposition Tree Figure 1.15: Transposition Tree for G 4
position 3 w ith position 2. A transposition tree is a tree on n  vertices, labeled 1 
through n, such th a t two vertices a and b are connected by an edge if, and only 
if, there is a transposition swapping positions a and b. The transpositions given by 
the transposition tree are the generators for the Cayley graph. Figure 1.14 gives an 
example of a transposition tree on five vertices representing transpositions: 21345, 
32145, 12435, and 12543. The star graph Gn is based on the transposition tree th a t is 
norm ally thought of as a star: One vertex connects to all other vertices, and no other 
pair of vertices are connected by an edge. Figure 1.15 shows the star transposition 
tree th a t is used to  build G4. This transposition tree only allows transpositions th a t 
swap the first position with any other position 2 through n. So, two vertices P  and 
Q  are adjacent if, and only if, Q can be obtained from P  by some transposition 
involving the first position, denoted by Q — P  ■ (1 x),  for 2 <  x  < n. Since there 
are n  — 1 possible transpositions a t each vertex, G n is (n — l)-regular, and since 
there are n\ vertices, we have n\ ( 2yr-) edges. The star graph is maximally fault 
tolerant because it is regular. Akers et al.[2] show th a t the diam eter of the s ta r is
3 (n —1) 
2
, which means at most transpositions are required to travel between
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Figure 1.18: Star G raph G 4
any two vertices. Figures 1.16, 1.17, and 1.18 illustrate star graphs G 2, G 3, and G 4. 
If we remove the labels on the vertices of the star graph, as we did w ith the binary 
hypercube, it is easy to see th a t the star graph is both edge and vertex symmetric. 
Gn is also highly recursive; to obtain Gn from G n- \  we can take n  copies of G ri_ 1 and 
make the appropriate connections between the copies. Figure 1.18 illustrates how GA 
is developed from the four copies of G 3.
Chapter 2 
Netw ork Em beddings
A large variety of com putational problems can be form ulated as graph em bedding 
problems. Among these problems are:
® organizing a process on a network of processors, and
• sim ulating one network architecture by another.
In organizing a process on a network of processors, we need to  represent bo th  the 
original process and the processor network as graphs. If the process can be naturally  
decomposed into a collection of subprocesses th a t can be executed concurrently w ith 
occasional communication between subprocesses, then a graph may be obtained by 
denoting each subprocess by a node and each communication between two subpro­
cesses by an edge between the corresponding nodes. In representing the processor 
network as a graph, we denote each processor by a node and a com m unication link 
between two processors by an edge between the corresponding nodes. By efficiently 
em bedding the graph representing the original process into the graph representing 
the processor network, we will have efficiently organized the process on the network 
of processors. If we have a network architecture, say A , and want to sim ulate it by
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another network architecture, say B , then we can represent both architectures A  and 
B  as graphs and embed the graph representing A  into the graph representing B. The 
sim ulation of networks becomes im portan t when there exists an efficient algorithm  
th a t is designed for architecture A , bu t we have architecture B  and wish to run the 
algorithm . By efficiently sim ulating architecture A  on architecture B , we may run 
the algorithm  w ith very little  loss of efficiency. Throughout the rem ainder of this 
d issertation the term  embedding is used instead of the term  graph embedding, unless 
specified otherwise.
An embedding ik : Vq —> VH of a graph G  =  {VG, E q ) into a graph H  — (VH, E m) 
is a m apping of the nodes of G  into the nodes of H.  The graph G  is called the guest, 
or source, graph, and the graph H  is called the host graph. If two nodes of G  are 
connected by an edge, the m apping may or may not m ap them  to  adjacent nodes in 
H\  thus, an edge of G is m apped to a path  in H.  The em bedding is guided by cost 
functions which might differ from one application to another. Dilation, expansion, 
load factor, and congestion are some examples of these cost factors. Dilation is used 
to describe both  the dilation of individual edges and the dilation of the em bedding 
as a whole. The dilation of an edge is the length of the path  in H  to  which an edge 
of G  is m apped. The dilation of an embedding is the maximum edge dilation of any 
edge of G  in H.  The em bedding dilation measures the com m unication delay th a t is 
experienced when sim ulating G by I I . We will use the term  dilation to mean the 
dilation of the embedding; when we need to discuss the dilation of an edge we will 
refer to  it as its edge dilation. Expansion is the ratio  of the num ber of nodes of I I  to 
the num ber of nodes of G. Thus, expansion measures the processor utilization of the
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host graph. The closer the expansion is to  one, the fewer processors of the  host are 
left idle. If the expansion is less than  one, meaning H  has fewer nodes th an  G , then 
the em bedding is known as a compression. Load factor  is defined to  be the maxim um  
num ber of nodes of G  m apped to a single node of H.  The load factor measures the 
overloading of the processors of the host -  for a single processor of H  the load factor 
tells us how many processors of G  it must simulate. Congestion is the maxim um  
num ber of edges of G  th a t are embedded using any single edge of H  -  the maxim um  
num ber of paths in H  sim ulating edges of G  th a t pass through any edge of H.
Vg V j  e g  Vg
Vl
G H
Figure 2.1: Example Graphs G  and H
Exam ple: Let G  =  (Vq , E g ) and H  =  (Vj/, E h ) be as depicted in Figure 2.1. In order 
to  embed G  into H , we m ust first define the embedding function \F  Let T  : Vq —>■ Vjj 
be defined as follows:
\p(Vi) =  v4
^ ( v 2) =  v5
$ ( v 3) =  V7
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Figure 2.2: G Em bedded into H
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By applying this embedding function to  G, the result is as shown in Figure 2.2. Since 
no more th an  one vertex of G is m apped to any one vertex of H , the load factor for 
this em bedding is one. Congestion is also one by a similar argum ent. H  has four 
nodes and G has three nodes; therefore, the expansion is 4/3. In considering the 
dilation of the embedding, we need to  look a t the dilation of each em bedded edge. By 
looking a t the embedding in Figure 2.2, we can see th a t both e\ and e3 are m apped 
to  paths of length one in H,  so their edge dilation is one. Edge e2, on the other hand, 
is m apped to  a pa th  of length two, namely e5,e 6. Thus, the edge dilation of e2 is 
two. Since the maximum edge dilation in this embedding is two, the dilation of the 
em bedding is two.
Using graph embeddings in the simulation of one network by another has been 
the source of widespread study. Binary trees figure prom inently in these sim ulations 
due to  their usefulness in algorithms th a t use a divide and conquer approach. B hatt 
et al. [12] give an algorithm  th a t proves a complete binary tree can be embedded 
into an ordinary butterfly network w ith constant dilation and expansion. These 
results have been improved on by G upta  and Hambrusch[30], They give embeddings
of complete binary trees into ordinary butterfly networks th a t also have constant 
dilation and expansion bu t use smaller constants. Em bedding trees into hypercubes 
has been investigated by B hatt and Ipsen[13]. Another network th a t has been active 
in em bedding research is the grid, or mesh. Bettayeb and SudboroughflO, 11] develop 
embeddings of the mesh into k-ary hypercubes, and with Miller[9] give embeddings 
of grids into binary hypercubes. Jwo et al. [35] embed the grid into the s ta r graph.
The rem ainder of this chapter will be concerned with the sim ulation of a butterfly  
network by a different size an d /o r type of butterfly network.
2.1 B u tte r f ly  N etw ork s
The butterfly network is well suited for a variety of problems. Perhaps the most well 
known is the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The butterfly was originally designed 
for th is problem, and it is often called the F F T  Network[39]. The following definition 
of the discrete Fourier transform  is taken from Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullmanfl] and 
Leighton[39]. Let x =  [xQ, x x , . . .  , x n- i]T be a length-n column vector for some n  <E 
Z +. Let Fn be an n  x n  m atrix  where Fn[i,j] =  and u>n is an n th prim itive root 
of unity. Recall th a t cun is an n th primitive root of unity if uj]\ =  1 and tof ^  1 for 
0 <  j  <  n. The vector y =  Fnx whose zth component yi = X/jt=o x kUlk, 0 < i <  n, is 
the discrete Fourier transform of x. W hen n  =  2 k for some k e  Z +, we can apply a 
divide and conquer technique in order to compute the transform. This is the principle 
behind the Fast Fourier Transform, algorithm. We can split the com putation of y into 
two smaller com putations:
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Figure 2.3: Fourier Transform, n  =  4
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Figure 2.4: Vectors u  and v
where ionj 2 =  is the (n /2 )nd primitive root of unity for the Fourier m atrix  Fn/ 2. 
The i th com ponent of the vector y  is then com puted from the vectors u  and v  by the 
following formula:
Vi
Ui +  tolnVi for 0 <  i < n / 2
U i - n / 2 +  coln V i - n / 2  for n /2  < i < n
The vectors u and v are com puted recursively. Figure 2.3 illustrates the Fourier 
transform  when n =  4, and Figure 2.4 shows the com putation of vectors u  and 
v. This divide and conquer approach to  the Fourier transform  is easily imple­
m ented on an ordinary butterfly  network. The component yi, 0 < i < n, of y  
is assigned to  node (bin(?'),logn) of the n-dim ensional ordinary butterfly  network, 
where bin(i) denotes the binary representation of i. The com ponent u f of u is as­
signed to  node (bin(i), (logn) -  1), and the com ponent Vi of v is assigned to  node 
(bin(z +  n /2 ), (logn) — 1), for 0 <  i < n/2 .  Due to the divide and conquer approach, 
each input com ponent x-,. of x  is assigned to node (rev(z),0), ra ther than  to  node 
(bin(z),0), where rev(<) is the bit reversal of bin(i). Figure 2.5 depicts the imple­
m entation of the Fourier transform  on an ordinary butterfly when n  =  4. In order 
to efficiently implement the F F T  on the butterfly, we need a butterfly  of the same 
dimension as the size of the FF T . In our example, we have a Fourier transform  of size
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Figure 2.5: Im plem entation of F F T  on the Butterfly
4 and im plem ented it on the 4-dimensional butterfly network. W hat happens when 
we have a  F F T  whose size is greater than  th a t of the dimension of the butterfly? For 
this case, we need to  have an efficient sim ulation of a large butterfly  by a smaller 
one. This is the m otivation behind this chapter. For the sake of completeness, we 
consider sim ulating all possible combinations of sizes and types of butterflies, and to 
th a t extent we m ention the obvious: W hen m  < n, B ( m ) is a subgraph of B w(n) 
and B(n);  when rrt =  n, B ( m ) and B(n )  are equivalent butterflies, as are B w(rn) and 
B w(n). The rem ainder of this chapter presents algorithm s th a t efficiently em bed all 
other combinations.
2.1.1 Embedding Ordinary into Ordinary Butterflies
W ithin  this section, we present an algorithm  th a t embeds an ordinary butterfly  net­
work into a smaller ordinary butterfly network. This is the only em bedding of concern 
in this section because in the other possible com binations of sizes, the guest butterfly 
is a subgraph of the host butterfly.
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A lg o r i th m  2.1 Embedding an ordinary butterfly into a smaller ordinary butterfly.
Input: Integers in and n  w ith m  > n  and ordinary butterfly B{in).
Output: An ordinary butterfly B ( n ) th a t simulates B (m ) .
Method:
S te p  1: Com pute the string a n =  an, a „ _ i , . . . ,  a0 in the following manner:
f o r  i :=  0 to  n  do
m+1 
n + 1 1;
f o r  i :=  1 to  ((m  + 1) mod (n  +  1)) do
( k - i  •'= a i -1  +  lj
S te p  2: Remove b it positions according to  a n in the following manner:
Remove the rightm ost a0 b it positions.
f o r  i :=  1 to  n  do
Remove bit positions + 1 +  ^  oM through f ^  a,j
V i=° /  \  j=°
S te p  3: Merge columns with same ra-bit label.
S te p  4: Merge rows connected by only straight edges.
E x a m p le : L et’s use Algorithm 2.1 to embed 5 (4 ) into 5 (2 ) . Figure 2.6 illustrates 
the ordinary butterfly 5 (4 ). First, we need to determ ine which bit positions are to  be
1 = 0removed. Since we need a 2 in order to do this, we m ust com pute a 2. Since 
and (5 mod 3) =  2, cv2 =  0 ,1 ,1 . Thus, we need to remove two bit positions in Step 2 
of the algorithm . Using a 2 as a guide, Step 2 will remove bit positions 1 and 3 
(counting from the right) of 5 (4 ); for example, if we have the 4-bit binary string 
1010, then after Step 2 we will have the 2-bit binary string 11. Figure 2.7 shows the
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Figure 2.6: Butterfly B ( 4)
00 00 01 01 00 00 01 01 10 10 11 11 10 10 11 11
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Figure 2.7: Butterfly B ( 4) after Step 2
result of Step 2 of the algorithm. Figure 2.8 depicts the progress of the em bedding 
algorithm  after Step 3 merges the columns whose new labels are identical. Step 4 
then  merges the appropriate rows (See Figure 2.9).
T h e o re m  2.1 Algorithm 2.1 embeds B ( m )  into B(n) ,  fo r  integers rn > n, with
dilation one, load factor m+1 n+ l n, congestion 2m 11, and expansion
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Figure 2.8: B utterfly B(4) after Merging Figure 2.9: Butterfly B ( 4) after Merging 
Columns in Step 3 Rows in Step 4
Proof: L et’s look a t expansion first. B ( n ) is the host graph and has ( n + l ) 2 n vertices 
while B { m )  is the guest graph and has (m +  l)2 m vertices. Thus, the expansion is 
by definition.
Let x  =  (j  — 1, wm) and y =  (j, w'm} be vertices of B (m ) ,  then  (x , y) is an edge of 
B {m )  when wm = w'm , or wm and w'm differ in exactly the j th b it position from the 
right. For the embedding to have unit dilation, edge (x, y) m ust be m apped to  a path  
of length a t m ost one in B(n) .  There are three cases to  be considered, depending on 
which b it position is removed.
C ase 1: Bit position i is removed and i > j .  In this case, the b it strings wm- \  
and w'm_x still differ at most in the j th b it position; thus, (x ' , y ') is an edge in 
B ( m  — 1) where x' = (j  — 1 ,w m_i) and y' =  {j,w'm_x).
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C ase 2: Bit position i is removed and i =  j .  In this case, wm_i =  w'm_l since we have 
removed the only possible bit position th a t could differ. This means th a t after- 
merging the columns in Step 3, all level j  edges are now straight edges. Hence, 
levels j  — 1 and j  are merged in Step 4; x'  =  y' =  (j  — Therefore,
edge (x ,y )  of B ( m ) is m apped to (x ' ,y ')  in B ( m  — 1), which is a single node.
C ase 3: B it position % is removed and i < j .  In this case, the bit strings wm_i and 
w ,m_ l differ a t most in the (j  — l ) st bit position. Since levels i — 1 and i are merged 
as p a rt of the embedding process, x'  =  (j  — l ,w m_i) and y' =  (j  —
Therefore, (x', y f) is a level (j — 1) edge in B ( m  — 1).
In the above cases, we remove only one bit position to  embed B ( m )  into B ( m  — 1). If 
we repeat this process m  — n  times, we will embed B ( m )  into B ( m  — m  + n) =  B(n) .  
Therefore, the dilation of the embedding is one.
The load factor increases by a factor of two for each bit position removed since 
the num ber of columns is halved every time a bit position is removed. Thus, after 
Step 3, the load factor is 2m_n since we have removed m  — n  b it positions. In order to 
complete the analysis of the load factor, we need to  determ ine the maxim um  num ber 
of levels merged into one level during Step 4. We need only look a t a0 of a n to 
do this since a0 is the maximum num ber of consecutive b it positions removed. If 
we remove one bit position, then we will merge two levels into one. If we remove 
two consecutive bit positions, then we will merge three levels into one. In general, 
if we remove k consecutive b it positions, then we will merge k + 1 levels into one. 
Since a0 is the maximum num ber of consecutive b it positions removed, the maximum
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num ber of levels th a t are merged into one is a0 +  1. If (m  +  1) mod (n + 1 )  =  0, then
rra+l
n-fla0 +  1 =  otherwise, a0 +  1 =  +  1. Therefore, a0 +  1 =  . Thus, the
ro+1
77+1
load factor is 2m_n.
The last cost factor th a t needs to be analyzed is congestion. Let x  — (j — 1 , w m) 
and y  =  (j ,w'm) be vertices of B ( m )  such th a t (x ,y )  is an edge in B {m ) .  Let 
x'  =  (k, wn) be the vertex of B(n )  to  which x  is m apped and y' = (i, w'n) be the 
vertex of B(n )  to  which y is m apped. If we remove b it position j  as p a rt of the 
em bedding process, then x' =  y ' . Thus, we can assume th a t b it position j  is not 
removed, and all th a t needs to  be determ ined is the maximum num ber of edges (x, y) 
of B ( m )  th a t are m apped to edge (x ',y ')  of B (n )  such th a t x'  =  (k — l , w n) and 
y' =  (k,w'n). There are 2m~n such edges since there are th a t m any level j  vertices 
m apped to  y' th a t are connected to 2m-n level j  — 1 vertices m apped to  x ' . Thus, 
there are a t most 2m~n edges of B ( m )  m apped to any single edge of J3(n); this gives 
us a congestion of 2m_n. □
2.1.2 Embedding Ordinary into Wrapped Butterflies
In this section, we present two algorithms to  embed ordinary butterflies into w rapped 
butterflies. The first algorithm  embeds an ordinary butterfly into a w rapped butterfly  
of the same size (dimension); the second algorithm  embeds an ordinary butterfly  into 
a smaller w rapped butterfly. In the other possible size combination, small into large, 
the guest butterfly  is a subgraph of the host butterfly.
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A lg o r i th m  2 .2  Embedding an ordinary butterfly into a wrapped butterfly of  the same 
size.
Input: Integer m  and ordinary butterfly B(m ) .
Output : A w rapped butterfly  B w(m ) th a t simulates B(m ) .
Method:
S te p  1: Assign node (0, w m) of B ( m )  to node {m ,w m) of B w(m).
S te p  2: For 1 <  i < m  assign node (i , w m) of B {m )  to node ( i ,w rn) of B w(m).
00 01 10 11 00 01 10 11
level 0
level 1
level 2
Figure 2.10: B utterfly B { 2)
level 2
level  1
level 2
Figure 2.11: B ( 2) Em bedded in to  B w(2)
E x a m p le : L et’s use Algorithm  2.2 to  embed B ( 2) into B w(2). Figure 2.10 illustrates 
the ordinary butterfly B ( 2). Algorithm 2.2 merges the nodes a t level 0 and m,  (in 
th is case rn =  2), as shown in Figure 2.11. The em pty circles a t the top level 2 of 
B w{2) in Figure 2.11 indicate th a t these are the same vertices as on the bottom  level
2. The larger circles on the nodes of the bottom  level indicate th a t there are two 
nodes of B(2)  m apped to these nodes of B w{2).
T h e o re m  2.2 Algorithm 2.2 embeds B ( m ) into B w(m), for integer m ,  with dilation 
one, load factor two, congestion one, and expansion .
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Proof: Expansion is defined to  be the size of the host graph divided by the size of the 
guest graph. For this algorithm  the host graph is B w( m ) and has ?«2m vertices; the
guest graph is B ( m ) and has (m +  1)2™ vertices. Thus, the expansion is =
m 
m+1 ’
Let x  =  (i , wm) and y =  {i + 1, w'm) be vertices of B ( m )  w ith 0 < i < m  such th a t 
(x ,y )  is an edge of B (m ) .  In considering the dilation of the embedding, we need to 
examine two cases depending on the value of i.
C ase 1: i =  0. In this case, edge (x, y) is m apped to the path  from x'  to  y' in B w(rn) 
where x'  =  (m , w m) and y' =  (1 ,w'm). Since (x ,y )  is an edge in B ( m ) ,  we 
know wm and w'm differ a t most in the first bit position. We also know th a t 
1 =  (m  mod to) +  1. Therefore, (x ' ,y ')  is an edge in B w(m).
C ase 2: 1 < i < m.  In th is case, edge (x, y) is m apped to the p a th  from x'  to y' in
B w(m)  where x'  =  (i, wm) and y' = (i + 1, w'm). Since (a:, y) is an edge in B ( m ), 
we know th a t wm and w'm differ a t most in the (i + l ) st b it position. So, (x1, y') 
is an edge in B w(m).
Thus, the dilation of the embedding is one since all edges of B ( m )  are m apped to 
paths of length one in B w(m).
Let x '  =  (i , w m} be a vertex of B w(m),  then 1 <  % < rn. We need to  show th a t 
no more than  two vertices of B ( m ) are m apped to x' to prove th a t the load factor is 
two. This is done by examining two cases, depending on the value of i.
C ase 1: 1 <  i < in. In this case, the only possible vertex of B ( m )  th a t m aps to 
is (i , w m).
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Case 2: i =  m.  In this case, the two possible vertices of B{rn) th a t m ap to x'  are 
(0,tym) and (m , w rn).
Thus, the load factor for the embedding is two.
In order to  show th a t the congestion of the embedding is one, it is necessary
to  show th a t given an edge of B w( m ) there is only one possible edge of B ( m )  th a t 
is m apped to it. Let {x',y')  be an edge of B w(m),  where x' =  {i ,wm) and y' =  
((i mod m)  +  l ,w'm) and 1 <  i < m.  If 1 <  i < m,  then the only possible edge of 
B ( m )  th a t can be m apped to  (x ' ,y ')  is ((z, wm), (i +  1, w'm)). If i =  m,  then  the only
possible edge of B ( m )  th a t can be m apped to  (x ',y ')  is ({0, wrn) ,  Thus, the
congestion of the embedding is one. □
A lgorithm  2.3 Embedding an ordinary butterfly into a smaller wrapped butterfly.
Input: Integers m  and n  w ith m  > n  and ordinary butterfly B(m ) .
Output: A w rapped butterfly B w(n) th a t simulates B(m) .
Method:
Step  1: Em bed B ( m )  into B(n)  using Algorithm 2.1.
Step  2: Em bed B(n )  into B w(n) using Algorithm 2.2.
T heorem  2.3 Algorithm 2.3 embeds B ( m )  into B w(n) for  integers m  > n with dila­
tion one, load factor  2m-n+1, congestion 2 m~n, and expansion ^ 2m ■
Proof: B w(n) is the host graph and has n 2 n vertices, while B ( m )  is the guest graph
and has (m  + l)2 m vertices. Thus, by definition, the expansion is ri2u( r n -  | - l ) 2 Tn
Exam ining the dilation, we know th a t Algorithm 2.1 embeds B ( m )  into B ( n )  with 
a dilation of one, so after Step 1 we have dilation one. Algorithm 2.2 embeds B(n)
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into B w(n ) w ith unit dilation, so there is no increase in the dilation after Step 2. 
Therefore, the dilation of Algorithm 2.3 is one.
Algorithm 2.1 embeds B(rn)  into B ( n )  w ith a load factor of 2m -n, and
Algorithm  2.2 embeds B(n )  into B w(n) w ith a load factor of two; therefore, the 
combined load factor is 2 * 2 m~n =  f^ 22# ]  2m-n+1.| 71+1 I I 71+1
The last cost factor th a t we need to  determ ine is congestion. After Step 1, we 
have a congestion of 2 m~n from Algorithm 2.1 and Step 2 of Algorithm 2.2 has unit 
congestion; thus, the congestion of Algorithm 2.3 is 2m~n. □
2.1.3 Embedding Wrapped into Ordinary Butterflies
In this section, we present three algorithms to embed wrapped butterflies into ordinary 
butterflies. The first algorithm  embeds a wrapped butterfly into an ordinary butterfly  
of the same size (dimension); the second algorithm  embeds a w rapped butterfly  into a 
smaller ordinary butterfly; and the th ird  algorithm embeds a w rapped butterfly  into 
a  larger ordinary butterfly.
A lgorithm  2.4 Embedding a wrapped butterfly into an ordinary butterfly of  the same 
size.
Inpu t: Integer m  and wrapped butterfly B w(m).
Output: An ordinary butterfly B ( m )  th a t simulates B w(m).
Method: There are two cases to  consider for embedding B w(m)  into B ( m ) ,  depending 
on whether or not m  is odd. Method A is used when m  is even, and M ethod B is 
used when m  is odd.
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Method A: Used when m  is even.
Step  1: Assign the levels of B w(m)  to the levels of B(rn)  according to the following:
fo r  i := 1 to  |  do
Assign level i of B w(m)  to level 2i — 1 of B ( m )
fo r  i := 1 to  y  do
Assign level y  +  i of B w(m ) to  level m  — 2 i +  2 of B ( m );
Step  2: Assign the columns of B w( m ) to the columns of B (m ) according to  the 
following:
Assign b it position 1 of B w( m ) to  bit position 1 of B(m);
fo r  i := 2 to  y  +  1 do
Assign bit position i of B w{m) to  b it position 2(i — 1) of B(m);
fo r  i  2 to  y  do
Assign b it position y  +  i of B w( m ) to  bit position m  — 2 i +  3 of B{m) \
Method B: Used when m  is odd.
Step  1: Assign the levels of B w( m ) to  the levels of B ( m )  according to  the  following:
fo r  i := 1 to  |"yj do
Assign level i of B w( m ) to  level 2i — 1 of B{m)\
fo r  i := 1 to  j^ y do
Assign level y j  +  i of B w(m) to  level m  — 2i +  1 of B(m)]
Step  2: Assign the columns of B w(m)  to the columns of B ( m )  according to the
following:
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Assign bit position 1 of B w(m ) to bit position 1 of B ( m );
f o r  i :=  2 to  |"yj do
Assign b it position i of B w( m ) to b it position 2(i — 1) of B (m ) \
f o r  i :=  1 to  do
Assign bit position y  +  i of B w(m)  to bit position m  — 2i +  2 of B(m ) \
E x a m p le :  Using Algorithm 2.4, le t’s embed B w(4) into B ( 4). Figure 2.12 illustrates 
B w{4). Figure 2.13 shows the nodes of B ( 4) after Algorithm 2.4 has assigned the 
rows and columns of B w{4). Figure 2.14 illustrates how the connections are m ade for 
the level 2 edges of B w(4). These connections are made w ith a dilation of two by first 
using a branching, bo th  the straight edge and the cross edge, and then stra igh t edges 
to  traverse the level separating the embedded level 1 and level 2 nodes. W ith  a larger 
butterfly, this p a tte rn  will be repeated until we reach level y  of B w(m).  Figure 2.15 
shows how the connections are made in embedding the level 3 edges of B w(4). This 
also illustrates the reasoning behind the bit position switches in Step 2 -  since level 3 
is assigned to  level 4 of B ( 4), we need the bit position th a t differs in the fourth 
b it position, which the bit repositioning accomplishes. The next figure, Figure 2.16, 
illustrates the em bedding of the level 4 edges of B w(4). W hile this looks sim ilar to 
the em bedding of the level 2 edges, there is a subtle difference. In em bedding the 
level 2 edges, we find the level 1 nodes above the level 2 nodes, and to reach the level 2 
nodes we use a branching from the level 1 nodes and then straight edges. In order 
to  embed the level 4 edges, we find th a t the level 3 nodes are below the level 4 nodes. 
This forces us to first use a straight edge for both level 4 edges leaving a particular 
node, and then use a branching to separate the nodes. W hile the dilation of both
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Figure 2.12: Butterfly B w(4)
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Figure 2.13: Nodes of Butterfly B(4)  
after Assignment of Column and Row Labels
instances is still two, the congestion for the level 4 edges is two, as opposed to  one 
for the level 2 edges. The last edges we need to embed are the level 1 edges of 
B w(4), the wrapped edges. Figure 2.17 shows how this is accomplished. We proceed 
first w ith a straight edge. This gets one of the two edges leaving a  particu lar node 
to  where it needs to be. In order to  connect the other edge, we take another straight
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Figure 2.14: Level 2 Edges of B w{4) Em bedded into 13(4)
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Figure 2.15: Level 3 Edges of B w(4) Em bedded into B { 4)
edge to  level 0 of B {4) and then a cross edge back to level 1. This makes the proper 
connection, bu t with a dilation of three. Alternatively, we could take a cross edge 
to  level 0 and then a straight edge back to  level 1 with the same results; if they are 
interm ixed, the results cannot be guaranteed. This example illustrates the case when 
to is even, in this case to =  4; the process is similar when in is odd.
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Figure 2.16: Level 4 Edges of B w(4) Em bedded into B ( 4)
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Figure 2.17: Level 1 Edges of B w(4) Em bedded into B(A)
T h e o re m  2 .4  Algorithm 2.4 embeds B w( m ) into B{m )  for  integer m  with dilation 
three, load factor one, congestion three, and expansion .
P ro o f :  L et’s look a t expansion first. B ( m )  is the host graph and has (m  +  1)2™ 
vertices, while B w( m ) is the guest graph and has m 2rn vertices. Thus, the expansion
is by definition.m 2 '"  Tii J
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In order to  show th a t the load factor is one, it is sufficient to show th a t the 
em bedding algorithm  is one to  one. Let x  =  {r,a)  be a vertex of B w( m ) and let 
x'  =  (r ' , a ') be the vertex of B ( m )  to which x  is m apped, and let y =  (s,/3) be a 
vertex of B w( m ) and let y' = (s ' , 0') be the vertex of B ( m )  to which y  is m apped. If 
the algorithm  is not one to  one, then there exists an x  and y  such th a t x  ^  y  and 
x'  =  y ' . We have two cases to  consider, depending on w hether in is odd or even.
C a se  1: m  is even.
If 1 <  r < y ,  then r' =  2r — 1; if 1 <  s < y ,  then s' =  2s — 1. But 
since x'  =  y', we have 2s — 1 =  2r — 1, so s =  r. If y  <  s <  m,  then 
s' = m  — 2(s — y ) +  2 =  2r — 1 — r ' . Thus, s = m  — r + f , which contradicts the 
definition of level in the butterfly network, because s contains a “half” level.
If y  <  r  < m, then r' =  m  — 2 (r — y )  +  2 =  2m — 2r + 2. If 1 <  s <  y ,  
then s ' =  2s — 1 =  2?/i — 2 r  +  2 =  ?■', so s =  ??7 — r  +  | .  Once again, s 
contains a “half” level, contradicting our notion of a level. If y  <  s <  m , then 
s' = rn -  2 (s  -  y )  +  2 =  2777 -  2 r  +  2 =  r ',  so s =  r .
Thus, if x and y both m ap to x', then r =  s. So, for x  ^  y  we m ust have a  /  (3 
and a ' =  0'. If ot — amam_ 1am_2 . . .  a3 a2 a-i and 0 = bmbm_ibm - 2  ■ ■ ■ b ^ b i ,  then 
Ol =  , and
0' —  bi+lbi+2 bibiyibi-i . . . _ 2^ 4 6m _ i & 3 &2^  1 1
where ?' =  y - But, since a ' =  0', cij =  bj for 1 <  j  <  777,; therefore, a  =  0. 
Thus, .r =  y.
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C ase 2: m  is odd.
If 1 <  r  <  [”y ] ,  then r' =  2r — 1. If 1 <  s < |"yj, then s' — 2s — 1 =  2r — 1 =  r'\ 
therefore, s =  r. If ~  < s < m,  then s' — m  — 2 (s — y  ) +  1 =  2 r  — 1 =  r'. 
B ut then s =  ???.— r + | ,  which contradicts the definition of butterfly  level.
If <  r < m ,  then r' — m  — 2(r — y  ) +  1 =  2 m  — 2r. If 1 <  s <  y  , then
2s — 1 =  2m — 2r = r'\ therefore, s ~  m  — r + I,  which contradicts the
definitions of butterfly level. If y  <  s < m,  then s'  =  m  — 2(s 
2m — 2r  =  r'\ thus, s — r.
) +  l =
Thus, if x  and y  both m ap to  x', we have s = r. Therefore, a  ^  (3 and a '  =  /?'. 
If ct — CLrnQ:Tn—\(Lr n —2 • • • &3a2ai and [3 bmbm—i^m—2 • • ■ then
a / = ai+iaja;+2Ui-i • • • and
P '  =  f t i + l 6 i ^ i + 2 & i - l  • • •
where z =
x  = y.
. Since a / =  /?', we have ctj = bj for 1 <  j  <  m so cr =  p. Thus,
Since x  =  y  in bo th  cases, our assum ption th a t the algorithm  is not one to  one is 
false. Thus, the load factor of the algorithm  is one.
The next cost factor we consider is dilation. Let x  =  (r, a ) and y — (s, P)  be 
vertices of B w( m ) such th a t (x, y)  is an edge of B^m).  We need to  consider two cases, 
depending on w hether m  is odd or even.
C a se  1: m  is even.
If 1 < r < y , then s = r + 1 and r  is m apped to 2r — 1 and s is m apped to 
2r  +  1. If (x , y)  is a straight edge, then a  = P\ therefore, a'  =  P' . In order to
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connect (2 r — 1, a 1) to (2r +  1, a') in B ( m ) ,  select the pa th  (2r — 1, a'}, (2r, a ') , 
(2r +  1, a').  The length of this pa th  is two, so the dilation of the em bedded edge 
( x ,y )  is two. If (x ,y )  is a cross edge, then a  and (3 differ in b it position r  +  1,
so a'  and f3' differ in b it position 2r. In connecting (2r — 1,0;') to (2r +  1, /?'),
select the pa th  (2r — 1 ( 2 r , /?'), {2r +  1,/?'). This p a th  has length two, so 
edge (x, y) has dilation two.
If r — y ,  then s =  y  +  1; level r is m apped to level m  — 1, and level s
is m apped to  level m.  If ( x ,y)  is a straight edge, then a  — (3, so a'  =  /?'.
To connect (m  — l , a ')  to  (m , a '), choose the edge ({in — 1,0;'), (m,(3')). If 
( x , y )  is a cross edge, then  a  and (3 differ in bit position y  +  1, so a'  and f3' 
differ in b it position m.  To connect (m — 1, a ')  to (m,/3'), choose the edge 
({m  — 1 ,a '} , (m, j3')). Thus, edge (x , y)  has dilation one.
If y  <  r < m,  then s =  r +  1; level r is m apped to  level 2m  — 2 r + 2, and 
level s is m apped to  level 2m — 2r. If (x , y) is a straight edge, then  a  =  /3; 
therefore a'  =  (3'. To connect {2m — 2r + 2, a') to {2m — 2 r, a'),  choose the path  
(2m — 2r +  2, a '), {2m — 2r +  1 ,« ') , {2m — 2r, a').  This path  has length two. If 
(a;,y) is a cross edge, then  a  and (3 differ in b it position r +  1; thus, a'  and (3' 
differ in bit position 2m  — 2r +  1. To connect {2m — 2r + 2, a') to  {2m — 2r, (31), 
use the pa th  (2m -  2r +  2, a'), (2m -  2r + 1, a'), (2m  -  2r , /?'). This p a th  has 
length two, so edge ( x ,y )  has dilation two.
If r =  ?n, then s =  1; level r is m apped to level 2, and level s is m apped to 
level 1. If (x, y) is a straight edge, then a  — (3\ thus, a ’ = ft1. To connect (2, a 1)
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and use the edge ((2, a ') , (l,o ;'). If (x ,y )  is a cross edge, then o  and
P differ in bit position one; therefore, o ' and /?' differ in the first b it position. 
In order to connect (2, o ') and (1,/?'), choose the path  (2, o ') , ( l ,o ') ,  (0,o:'), 
(1,/?'). This pa th  has length three, so the (x , y ) has dilation three.
C a se  2: m  is odd.
If 1 <  r < , then s =  r + 1; level r is m apped to level 2r — 1, and level s 
is m apped to  level 2r +  1. If (x , y ) is a straight edge, then a  =  P , so o ' =  f3 '. 
In order to connect (2r — l , o ')  and (2r +  l ,o ') ,  use pa th  (2r — l ,o ') ,  (2 r ,a ') ,  
(2r +  l,o ;'). This path  is of length two. If (x , y ) is a cross edge, then o  and 
P differ in b it position r + 1; therefore, o ' and P'  differ in b it position 2r. In 
order to  connect (2r  — 1, o ') and (2r +  1, P'),  use the path  (2r — 1, o ') , (2r, /?'),
(2r +  1, p'). This path  has a length of two.
If |"^j =  r, then s =  y  + 1 ; level r is m apped to level m  and level s is m apped 
to  level m  — 1. If (x ,y )  is a straight edge, then a  = P; therefore, o ' =  P'. Use 
the edge ((m , o '), {m — l ,o ') )  to connect (in, a 1) and (in — l ,o ') .  If (x ,y )  is 
a cross edge, then a  and p  differ in bit position y  + 1 ;  therefore, o ' and P'
differ in bit position m.  In order to connect (in, a') and (in — 1,/?'), use the
edge ((m, a '), (m -  1,/?')). Thus, (x ,y )  has dilation one.
If [y ]  < r < then s =  r +  1 and level r is m apped to level 2m — 2r +  2, and 
level s is m apped to level 2in — 2r. If (x, y) is a cross edge, then o  =  p; thus, 
o ' =  P'. In order to connect (2in — 2r +  2, o ') and (2in — 2r, o ') , we can use path  
(2m — 2r +  2, o '), (2in — 2r +  1, o ') , (2m — 2r, o '). This pa th  has length two. If
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(x ,y )  is a cross edge, then a  and (3 differ in b it position r; thus, a ' and (3' differ 
in b it position 2m  — 2r +  1. Therefore, we can use the path  (2m — 2r +  2 ,a 1), 
(2m — 2r + 1, a 1), (2m — 2r, (3') to  connect (2m — 2r +  2, a') and (2m  — 2r, /?'). 
This p a th  has a length of two; therefore, edge (x, y ) has dilation two.
If r = m,  then s =  1; level r is m apped to  level 2, and level s is m apped to  level
1. If (x ,y )  is a straight edge, then a  =  (3\ thus, o'  =  (3'. In order to  connect 
(2, a') and (1, a ') , we need only use the edge ((2, a 1), (1, a')). If (x , y) is a  cross 
edge, then  a  and (3 differ in the first bit position; therefore, a'  and f3' differ in 
the first b it position. We can then use the pa th  (2, a 1), (1, a'), (0, a'),  (1, (31) to 
connect (2, a 1) and (1,/?'). This pa th  has a length of three; therefore, the edge 
(x, y) has a dilation of three.
Thus, since the maximum edge dilation of the embedding algorithm  is three, the 
dilation of the embedding is three.
The last cost factor we need to look a t is congestion. The em bedding algorithm  
embeds levels one through y  to the odd levels of B ( m ), and the levels y  +  1 
through m to the even levels. Pick an edge e — (x, y) of B ( m )  where x  = (r, a) 
and y =  (r +  1,(3). Let ew = (xw,y w) be an edge of B w{m) with x w — (rw, a w) 
and yw — (rw +  1, f3w) such th a t the embedding of edge ew uses edge e. There are 
several cases to  be considered depending on w hether m  is odd or even, and whether 
the selected edge e is a cross edge or a straight edge.
C a se  1: m  is odd and e is a cross edge.
If r =  0, then the only pa th  th a t uses e is (2, a ) , (1, a ) , (0, a;), (1,(3). This path
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can be determ ined by looking a t all cases in the proof of the dilation.
If 0 <  r < rn — 1 is odd, then the only path  th a t uses e is (r ,a),  (r +  1,/?), 
( r  +  2 , 0 ) .
If 0 <  r < m  — 1 is even, then the only path  th a t uses e is (r +  2, (3), (r + 1, /?), 
(r,a).
If r =  m  — 1, then the edge e is the image of edge ew.
In all of the above possibilities, if more than  one edge of B w(m)  is m apped to  the
given path , then the fact th a t the algorithm  is injective is violated. Therefore,
if m  is odd and e is a cross edge, e has a congestion of one.
C a se  2: m  is odd and e is a straight edge.
In this case, since e =  (x, y) is a straight edge, x  = {r , a) and y  =  (r +  1, a).
If r — 0, then the only pa th  th a t uses e is (2, a ) , (1, a ) , (0, a ) , (1, j3).
If r — 1, then  e belongs to  one of three paths:
1 . ( 2 , a ) ,  ( 1 , 0 ;) ,  ( 0 , a ) ,  ( 1 , / ? ) ;
2. (2, a ) , (l,a :); and
3. (1,0:), (2,0:), (3,0:).
I f l < r < m  — l i s  odd, then e belongs to  one of three paths:
1. (r , a ), (r + I, a),  (r +  2, a );
2. (r  +  1, a ) , (?’, a),  (r -  1, a ); and
3. (r +  1 ,« ), ( r ,o ) , (r -  1,(3).
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If 1 <  r < m  — 1 is even, then e belongs to  one of three paths:
1. (r -  1, a)  or (r -  1, /?), (r, a),  (r +  1, a);
2. (r +  2, a ) , (r +  1, a),  (r, a); and
3. (r + 2 ,0),  (r +  l , a ) ,  ( r ,a ) .
If r =  m  — 1, then e belongs to  one of two paths:
1. ( r ,a),  (r +  1 ,a); and
2. (r — 1, a) or (r — 1, /?), (r, a ) , (r +  1, cc).
In all of the above possibilities, if more than  one edge of B w( m ) is m apped to 
any of the given paths, then  the fact th a t the algorithm  is injective is violated. 
Therefore, if m  is odd and e is a cross edge, then e has a congestion of three.
C a se  3: m  is even and e is a cross edge.
If r =  0, then  the only pa th  th a t uses e is (2, a ) , (1 ,» ) , (0 ,a ) , (1,/?).
If 0 <  r < m  — 1 is odd, then the only pa th  th a t uses e is (r, a ) , (r + 1,/?), 
(r +  2,/3).
If 0 < r < m  — 1 is even, then the only pa th  th a t uses e is (r +  2, (3), (r +  1, /?),
(r, cn).
If r = m  — 1, then the edge e is the image of edge ew.
In all of the above possibilities, if more than  one edge of B w( m ) is m apped to the 
given path , then the fact th a t the algorithm  is injective is violated. Therefore, 
if m  is odd and e is a cross edge, e has a congestion of one.
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C a se  4: m  is even and e is a  straight edge.
In this case, since e =  (a;, y) is a straight edge, x  =  ( r ,  a )  and y =  (r +  1, a ).
If r  — 0, then the only p a th  th a t uses e is (2, a ) ,  (1, a ) ,  (0, ct), (1, /?).
If r  =  1, then  e belongs to one of three paths:
1. ( 2 , a ) ,  (1 , a ) ,  (0,o:),  (1,/?);
2. (2, a:), (1, a ); and
3. (1, a ) , (2,o:), (3,0:).
If 1 <  r  <  ?7Z — 1 is odd, then e belongs to  one of three paths:
1. (r,o:), ( r  +  l,o :), (r +  2 ,a);
2. (r +  1, a ) , (r, a:), (r — 1, a); and
3. (r  +  l,o :), ( r , a ) ,  (r -  1,/?).
I f l < r < m  — l i s  even, then e belongs to  one of three paths:
1. (r -  1, a)  or (r -  1, /?), (r, a ) , (r +  1, a );
2. (r +  2, o:), (r +  1, a ) , (r, a ); and
3. ( r  +  2,/3), ( r  +  1, o:), ( r ,a ) .
If r  =  ?n — 1, then e belongs to one of two paths:
1. (r, o:), (r +  1, a)] and
2. (r +  1, a ) ,  ( r , a ) ,  ( r  -  l ,o )  or (r -  1, /?).
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In all of the above possibilities, if more than  one edge of B w (rn)  is m apped to 
any of the given paths, then  the fact th a t the algorithm  is injective is violated. 
Therefore, if m  is odd and e is a cross edge, e has a  congestion of three.
Since the maximum congestion of edge e is three, the dilation of the em bedding is 
three. □
A lgorithm  2.5 E m b e d d i n g  a  w r a p p e d  b u t t e r f l y  i n t o  a s m a l l e r  o r d i n a r y  b u t t e r f l y .
I n p u t : Integers m  and n  with m  >  n  and wrapped butterfly B w f m ) .
O u t p u t : An ordinary butterfly B ( n )  th a t simulates B w ( m ) .
M e t h o d :
Step  1: Em bed B w ( m ) into B ( m )  using Algorithm 2.4.
Step  2: Em bed B ( m ) into B ( n )  using Algorithm 2.1.
T heorem  2.5 A l g o r i t h m  2 . 5  e m b e d s  B w ( m ) i n t o  B ( n )  f o r  i n t e g e r s  m  >  n  w i t h  d i l a ­
t i o n  t h r e e , l o a d  f a c t o r  2m ", c o n g e s t i o n  3 * 2m ", a n d  e x p a n s i o n (n+l)2"m 2 m
Proof: B ( n )  is the host graph and has ( n  +  1)2" vertices, while B w ( m ) is the guest 
graph and has m 2 m vertices. Thus, by definition, the expansion is •
Exam ining the dilation, we know th a t Algorithm 2.4 embeds B w ( m ) into B ( r n )  
with a dilation of three, so after Step 1 we have dilation three. Algorithm  2.1 embeds 
B ( m )  into B { n )  w ith unit dilation, so there is no increase in the dilation after Step 2. 
Therefore, the dilation of Algorithm  2.5 is three.
In determ ining the load factor of the algorithm, we only need to  examine the 
load factor of Algorithm 2.1, since Algorithm 2.4 has a load factor of one. The load
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factor of Algorithm 2.1 is 2m_n; therefore, the load factor of A lgorithm  2.5 is
1 m + l o m —n 
I n+1 Z
The last cost factor th a t we need to  determ ine is congestion. After Step 1 we have 
congestion three from Algorithm 2.4 and Step 2 of Algorithm 2.1 has a congestion of 
2m_"; thus, the congestion of Algorithm 2.5 is 3 * 2m~n. O
A lg o r i th m  2.6 Embedding a wrapped butterfly into a larger ordinary butterfly.
Input: Integers m  and n  w ith m  < n  and wrapped butterfly B w(m).
Output: An ordinary butterfly B{n)  th a t simulates B w(m).
Method:
S te p  1: Em bed B w(m)  into B ( m )  using Algorithm 2.4
T h e o re m  2.6 Algorithm 2.6 em,beds B w( m ) into B i n ) for  integers m  < n with dila­
tion three, load factor one, congestion three, and expansion ^ | I 2 •
P ro o f :  B(n)  is the host graph and has (n + l ) 2 n vertices while B w{m) is the guest 
graph and has m 2 m vertices. Therefore, the expansion is by definition of
expansion.
Algorithm 2.4 embeds B w(m ) into B(rn)  with dilation three, congestion three, 
and load factor one. Since B ( m )  is a subgraph of B(n) ,  when m  < n, the proof is 
complete. □
2.1.4 Embedding Wrapped into Wrapped Butterflies
In this section, we present two algorithms to embed wrapped butterflies into w rapped 
butterflies. The first algorithm  embeds a w rapped butterfly into a smaller wrapped
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butterfly; the second algorithm  embeds a wrapped butterfly into a larger w rapped 
butterfly.
A lg o r i th m  2 .7  Embedding a wrapped butterfly into a smaller wrapped butterfly.
Input: Integers m  and n  w ith m >  n  and wrapped butterfly B w(m).
Output: A  w rapped butterfly B w(n) th a t simulates B w(m).
Method:
S te p  1: Com pute the string a n = an , an_ i , . . .  ,a\  in the following m anner: 
f o r  i :— 1 to  n  do
- i ;
f o r  % := 1 to  (m  mod n) do
Q'i '■= Q>i +  1;
S te p  2: Remove bit positions according to  a n in the following manner:
Remove the rightm ost a\ b it positions, 
fo r  i : —  2 to  n  do
Remove bit positions [ i  + Y l aj \ through I i — 1 +  ^
3 =  1 /  V 3 =  1
Oj
S te p  3: Merge columns w ith same n-b it label.
S te p  4: Merge rows connected by only straight edges.
E x a m p le : L et’s use Algorithm 2.7 to embed B w(4) into B w{2). F irst, we need to 
determ ine the bit positions th a t are to  be removed. Since we need a 2 in order to  do
1 =  1this, we m ust com pute a 2. This is done in Step 1 of the algorithm. Since 
and (4 mod 2) =  0, we have a 2 =  1,1. This tells us th a t two b it positions need 
to  be removed. This is accomplished in Step 2, the results of which are depicted in
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Figure 2.18: Butterfly B w(4) after Step 2 
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Figure 2.19: Butterfly B w{4) after Merg- Figure 2.20: Butterfly B w(4) after Merg­
ing Columns in Step 3 ing Rows in Step 4
Figure 2.18. Step 3 merges the columns whose new two b it labels are equal. The 
results of this step can be seen in Figure 2.19. Finally, Step 4 merges the rows th a t 
are connected only by straight edges, as can be seen in Figure 2.20.
T h e o re m  2 .7  Algorithm, 2.7 embeds B w( m ) into B w(n ) for  integer m  > n with
dilation one, load factor 2 m~n, congestion 2 rn~n, and expansion
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P ro o f : L et’s look a t expansion first. B w(n ) is the host graph and has ??,2" vertices, 
while B w( m ) is the guest graph and has m2"1 vertices. Thus, the  expansion is 
by definition.
Let x  =  (j  — 1 , w m) and y =  (j , w 'm) be vertices of B (m ) ,  then ( x ,y )  is an edge of 
B w( m ) when wm =  w'm, or wm and w'm differ in exactly the j th b it position from the 
right. For the em bedding to have unit dilation, edge (x, y ) m ust be m apped to  a path  
of length a t m ost one in B w{n). There are three cases to be considered, depending 
on which bit position is removed.
C a se  1: B it position i is removed and i > j .  In this case, the bit strings wm- i  
and w 'm _ 1 still differ a t most in the j th b it position; thus, (x1, y') is an edge in 
B w(m -  1) where x' = (j -  1 and y' =
C a se  2: B it position % is removed and i — j- In this case, wm_i =  w since we
have removed the only possible bit position th a t could differ. This m eans th a t,
after merging the columns in Step 3, all level j  edges are now stra igh t edges.
Therefore, levels j  — 1 and j  are merged in Step 4. Thus, x'  =  y' =  (j  — 
Therefore, edge (x ,y )  of B w(rn) is m apped to  (x ' ,y ')  in B ( m  -  1), which is a 
single node.
C a se  3: B it position i is removed and i < j .  In this case, the bit strings wm-1 
and w 'm _ 1 differ a t most in the (j  -  l ) st bit position, and since levels i -  1 
and i are merged as p art of the embedding process, x'  = (j  -  and
y' =  (j — l ,w'm_ x). Therefore, (x ' ,y ')  is a level (j  — 1) edge in B w(rn — 1).
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In the above cases, we remove only one bit position to embed B w(m)  into B w(rn — 1). 
If we repeat this process in — n  times, we will have em bedded B w( m ) into B w(m — 
m  +  n)  =  B w(n). Therefore, the dilation of the embedding is one.
The load factor increases by a factor of two for each bit position removed since 
the num ber of columns is halved every time a b it position is removed. Thus, after 
Step 3 the load factor is 2m_n since we have removed in — n  b it positions. In order to 
complete the analysis of the load factor, we need to determ ine the m axim um  num ber 
of levels merged into one level during Step 4. We need only look a t a x of a n to  do 
th is since ax is the maximum num ber of consecutive b it positions removed. If we 
remove one bit position, then we will merge two levels into one. If we remove two 
consecutive bit positions, then we will merge three levels into one. In general, if we 
remove k consecutive bit positions, then we will merge k + 1 levels into one. Since 
ax is the maximum num ber of consecutive bit positions removed, then  the maxim um  
num ber of levels th a t are merged into one is ax + 1. If in mod n =  0, then  ax + 1  =  
otherwise, ax +  1 =  j^ J  +  1. Therefore, a x +  1 =  — . Thus, the  load factor is
2 rn—n
The last cost factor th a t needs to  be analyzed is congestion. Let x  = (j — 1, uini) 
and y — (j ,w'm) be vertices of B w(m)  such th a t (x ,y )  is an edge in B w(m).  Let 
x'  =  ( k ,w n) be the vertex of B w(n) to which x  is m apped and y' =  {i ,wv)  be the 
vertex of B w(n) to which y  is mapped. If we remove bit position j  as p a rt of the 
em bedding process, then x' = y ' . Thus, we can assume th a t bit position j  is not 
removed, and all th a t needs to  be determ ined is the maximum num ber of edges y) 
of B w(m)  th a t are m apped to  edge (x ',y ')  of B w(n ), such th a t x'  =  (k — 1 ,m„) and
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y' — (k,w'n). There are 2m~n such edges since there are th a t m any level j  vertices 
m apped to  y' th a t are connected to 2m~" level j  — 1 vertices m apped to  x 1. Thus, 
there are at most 2 m~n edges of B w( m ) m apped to  any single edge of B w(n), which 
gives us a congestion of 2m~". □
A lg o r i th m  2 .8  Embedding a wrapped butterfly into a larger wrapped butterfly.
Input: Integers m  and n  w ith m  < n  and wrapped butterfly B w(m).
Output: A wrapped butterfly B w{n) th a t simulates B w(m).
Method:
S te p  1: Em bed B w{m) into B ( m )  using Algorithm 2.4.
T h e o re m  2.8  Algorithm 2.8 embeds B w(?n) into B w(n ) fo r  integer m  < n with 
dilation three, load factor one, congestion three and expansion .
P ro o f :  B w(n ) is the host graph and has n2n vertices, while B w(m)  is the guest graph 
and has m 2 ™ vertices. Thus, by definition, the expansion is [ " .
Algorithm  2.4 embeds B w(m)  into B ( m )  w ith dilation three, congestion three, 
and load factor one. Since B ( m )  is a subgraph of B w(n), when m  < n, the proof is 
complete. □
Chapter 3 
Genus o f Perm utation Networks
W ithin  this chapter, we will look a t another type of graph embedding: em bedding a 
graph onto a surface. The following definition of em bedding is taken from C hartrand  
and Lesniak [15]:
A graph G = (V, E )  is said to be em beddable on a surface S  if it is possible 
to  distinguish a collection of |Vj distinct points of S  th a t correspond to 
the vertices of G  and a collection of |£ j  curves, pairwise disjoint except 
possibly for endpoints, on S  th a t correspond to  the edges of G  such th a t 
if a curve A  corresponds to the edge e =  (u,v),  then only the endpoints 
of A  correspond to vertices of G , namely u and v.
All this means is th a t we are able to draw the whole graph on the surface w ithout 
lifting our pencil and w ithout crossing an edge except a t a m utual endpoint. It is 
possible to embed any graph onto some surface. We will talk about em bedding graphs 
onto com pact orientable 2-manifolds and will restrict our embeddings to those th a t 
are 2-cell embeddings. W hen we have embedded a graph onto a surface, we can then 
ta lk  about regions of the surface. A region is a connected com ponent of the surface 
th a t remains after we remove all points of the surface th a t correspond to  vertices and 
edges (curves) of the graph. The edges th a t surround the region are said to be its 
boundary. Figure 3.1 illustrates a graph with three regions: n ,  r 2, and r 3. Region r\
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v\ v2
Figure 3.1: A G raph with Three Regions
Figure 3.2: A Coffee Cup Figure 3.3: A Torus
is bounded by edges (u i,u 3), (v3 , v 4), and (u4,u i); region r 2 by edges {vu v3), (v3 , v 2), 
and (u2,u i); and region r 3 by edges (vu v2), (v2 , v 3), (v3 , v 4), and (v4 ,v i) .  A graph 
G  can be embedded on a sphere on which a num ber of handles has been placed. 
This surface, the sphere complete with handles, is known as a com pact orientable 
2-manifold. A handle, which can be thought of as resembling the handle of a coffee 
cup (See Figure 3.2), is a bridge th a t is used by an edge of the graph in order to 
prevent it crossing another edge. Figure 3.3 shows a torus, which is a sphere w ith one 
handle attached. The genus of a surface is the num ber of handles on th a t surface. 
The norm al sphere has genus zero since it does not have any handles. The torus, 
which has one handle, has genus one. The genus of a graph G, denoted 7 (G), is
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: (a) K 2t2 Em bedded on a Sphere (b) Region r\  Is a 2-Cell
the  minim um  genus of all possible com pact orientable 2-manifolds on which G  can 
be embedded. Since em bedding a graph onto a plane is the same as em bedding the 
graph on a  sphere, the planar graphs have genus zero because 110 handles are required 
to  prevent edge intersections. An em bedding of a graph G  on a surface S' is a 2-cell 
embedding if all embedded regions are 2-cells. A region is a 2-cell if any simple closed 
curve w ithin the region can be collapsed to a single point where collapsing means to 
continually make smaller. Figure 3.4(a) shows the graph K 2 ,2 embedded on a sphere. 
Figure 3.4(b) shows th a t the region rq is a 2-cell. Showing th a t region r 2 is also a 2-cell 
is analogous. For an example of a region th a t is not a 2-cell, le t’s look a t graph K 2 ,2 
once again, this tim e em bedded on a torus. Figure 3.5(a) illustrates an em bedding of 
K 2 ,2 on a torus. Figure 3.5(b) dem onstrates th a t region r 2 is not a 2-cell since it is 
not possible to  collapse the simple closed curve to a  single point. The last term  we 
will need to  define is girth. The girth of  a graph G, denoted by girth(G ), is the length 
of the shortest cycle in the graph G. As can be seen in Figure 3.4, girth(/C2i2)=4 
since the length of its shortest cycle, in fact its only cycle, is four.
We now present four theorem s and two lemmas th a t will be used in the proof of 
Theorem  3.7.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: (a) K 2<2 Em bedded on a  Torus (b) Region r 2 Is not a 2-Cell
T h e o re m  3.1  (G e n e ra liz e d  E u le r ’s E q u a tio n )  Let G  =  (V, E)  be a connected 
graph with a 2-cell embedding on a surface of genus g and having r regions. Then
\V\ — \E\ + r  =  2 -  2g.
T h e o re m  3 .2  I f  G  =  (V , E ) is a connected graph with g ir th(G)  =  a, then
\E\ ( l - 1 ) -  IVI 
7 (G) >  2a)  +  1.
P ro o f :  The following proof is paraphrased from C hartrand  and Lesniak [15]. Since 
the g irth(G )=ct is the length of the shortest cycle in the graph G, the boundary of 
every region contains a t least a  edges, and since every edge is on the boundary of at 
m ost two regions, ar  < 2\E\. The result follows by substitu ting  the value for r into 
Theorem  3.1 and simplifying. □
The next theorem  to be sta ted  is commonly known as The Rotational Embedding 
Scheme  (RES). The RES has been studied by Dyck[24], Edm onds[25], Heffter[32], 
and Youngs [54].
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T h e o re m  3.3  ([15]) Let G =  (V ,E ) be a nontrivial connected graph with V =  
{v i ,V 2 , • ■ ■ ,vp}, where p =  |V |. For each 2 -cell embedding of  G on a surface, there 
exists a unique p-tuple (tti, 7r2, . . . ,  ttp), where 7T; : V(i)  —> V(z) is a cyclic permutation  
that describes the subscripts of  the vertices adjacent to V{ in counterclockwise order 
about V{. Conversely, fo r  each such p-tuple (7Ti, 7r2 , • • • ,ttp) there exists a 2-cell em­
bedding of  G on some surface such that fo r  i = l ,2 , . .. ,p, the subscripts o f  the vertices 
adjacent to and in counterclockwise order about Vi are given by 7T;.
E x a m p le : Let G = (V , E)  be a connected graph as shown in Figure 3.6. G  is 
em bedded on the plane and every region is a 2-cell. Thus, by Theorem  3.3, we have 
the 6-tuple (tti, 7r2, 7T3, 7t4, 7r5, 7t6) where 7Ti =  (2 3), 7T2 =  (1 4), 7r3 =  (4 1 6), 
7t4 =  (5 2 3 6), 7t5 =  (4), and 7r6 =  (4 3). If we wish to trace the boundary of 
region r\ in a clockwise m anner beginning w ith v \ , then we would have the tracing 
V \ —V2 — v ^ ~  vs — v \ . We can use the 6-tuple to also determ ine this ordering, when we 
arrive a t a vertex we will leave th a t vertex using the next edge in a counterclockwise 
direction. So, when we arrive a t v 2 we know we came from v\, and looking a t 7t2 we
Figure 3.6: Exam ple Graph for RES
Figure 3.7: G raph Resulting from the 
Given 5-tuple
see th a t 4 follows 1, so we leave v 2 and go to  tq. Similarly, 7t4 has 3 following 2 so 
we leave rq and go to  1/3. Continuing in this manner, we see th a t the vertex ordering 
is V\ — v 2 — V4 — V3 — v\. Now assume we are given the 5-tuple (7Ti, 7r2, 7r3, 774, 7t5) 
where 7Ti =  (2 4), 7r2 =  (1 3 5), 7t3 =  (2 4), 7r4 =  (1 3 5), and 7r5 =  (2 4). Then, by 
Theorem  3.3, we know th a t this adm its a 2-cell embedding on some surface. Figure 3.7 
shows such an embedding on the plane. All regions are 2-cells and the edges are laid 
out as required.
T h e o re m  3 .4  ([42]) The star graph G n is Hamiltonian.
P ro o f :  It is easy to  see th a t G3 contains a  Hamiltonian cycle. Let H P ( i ,  s ) be 
a Ham iltonian path  in a star graph whose vertices are made up of the symbols of 
the string s th a t begins a t vertex s and ends a t the vertex differing from s in the 
first and 7th position. Thus, H P ( 2,123) is 123, 321, 231, 132, 312, 213. In order 
to  see th a t G 4 is Ham iltonian, we can take the path  P P (2 ,1 2 3 4 ), H P ( 3,4132), 
7fP (2,2143), H P ( 3,3241). Notice th a t the path  H P ( 2,1234) ends on vertex 2134 
which is connected by an edge to vertex 4132, the first vertex in the pa th  H P { 3, 4132). 
Thus, the complete Ham iltonian cycle as given above is: 1234, 3214, 2314, 1324, 3124, 
2134, 4132, 1432, 3412, 4312, 1342, 3142, 2143, 4123, 1423, 2413, 4213, 1243, 3241, 
2341, 4321, 3421, 2431, 4231, 1234. Note th a t this process traces the Ham iltonian 
pa th  in each of the four G'3 substars, defined by fixing the last position and connecting 
them . This is a much simplified basis for the complete proof which may be found in 
the paper by Nigam, Sahni, and Krishnam urthy [42]. □
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L e m m a  3.5 ([2]) The star graph Gn is bipartite.
P ro o f :  Every perm utation is either odd or even. An odd perm utation  requires an odd 
num ber of transpositions to re tu rn  to the identity perm utation. An even perm utation  
is defined similarly -  it takes an even num ber of transpositions to  re tu rn  to  the identity 
perm utation. Then, we need only note th a t any edge connects on odd perm utation  
to  an even perm utation. Thus, the star graph Gn is bipartite . □
L e m m a  3.6 Let G n =  (Sn, E n) be a star graph of dimension n  > 2. Then,
girth (Go) =  6.
P ro o f :  Since Gn is b ipartite , there are no cycles of odd length in Gn. Thus, it is 
only necessary to show th a t there is a cycle of length six and no cycles of length two 
or four. In order to  see th a t there is a cycle of length six, we only need to  look a t G3. 
G 3 is itself a cycle of length six, and due to the recursive nature  of G n we know G 3 is 
a subgraph of G n for all n >  3. In order to have a cycle of length two, there m ust be 
m ultiple edges between two vertices. This contradicts the definition of G n. If we have 
a cycle of length four, it m ust involve a t most two transpositions, since we have to 
use a transposition, say (1 i), a t least twice in order to restore the original value to 
position i. Assume the two transpositions are (1 i) and (1 j ) for some 2 <  i , j  < n, 
then we have the following possible orderings for applying the two transpositions:
(a) (1 i) • (1 i) • (1 j )  • (1 j )
(b) (1 i )  • (1 j )  • (1 j )  ■ (1 i)
(c) (1 i) • (1 j )  ■ (1 i) • (1 j )
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For (a) and (b) to be cycles, we would have to  have cycles of length two, which we 
have already shown is not possible; in (c), all we have accomplished is to  have moved 
the object in position i to  position 1, the object in position 1 to position j ,  and the 
object in position j  to  position 1. This is not a cycle since we are left w ith a different 
perm utation  from where we started . Thus, g irth (Gn)—6 . □
We end this section be defining two operations in order to simplify notation  in the 
proof of Theorem  3.7 (n  is the  dimension of the s ta r graph G n):
Define +  as follows : i + 1 =  i + 1 for 2 <  i <  n  — 1
71+1 =  2
Define — as follows : i —1 = i — 1 for 3 <  % <  n
2 -1  =  n
3.1  S tar G raph s
In discussing layout considerations, Akers et al. [1] conjectured th a t 7 (Gn) = n  — 3. 
This is true for n  =  3 and n  =  4. Since G3 is planar, G 3 has genus zero; since G4
is em beddable on the torus, G 4 has genus one (See Fig. 3.8). In th is section, we will
show th a t for n  > 4 the conjecture is invalid and will give a formula for determ ining 
y(G „) in Theorem 3.7.
T h eo rem  3 .7  Let G n = (Sn, E n) be a star graph of dimension  n, then
7 (Gn) = n\ +  !•
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1432 3142
4132 21432431
2134 41234231
1423
3241 1234 3124
1243 3214 1324 3421
4213 2314 4321
2413 4312 2341
3412 1342
Figure 3.8: G4 Em bedded on the Torus
Proof: In order to  prove the theorem, we will make and prove two claims.
C la im  1: 7 (Gn) > nl (^7^ )  +  1-
Proof: For G n =  (S n, E n), we have |5n | =  nl, \En \ =  nl ( ^ ) ,  and girth(Grn) = 6. 
By substitu ting  these values, Theorem 3.2 gives us th a t 7 (Gn) > nl +  1- n  
C la im  2 : j ( G n) < nl +  1.
P ro o f :  Let S n =  {vi \ 1 <  i < nl such th a t Vi is a perm utation of {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}  and
Vi 7  ^ Vj if i 7^  j } .  We first define the n!-tuple (717, 7r2, . . . ,  Trn\) as given in Theorem  3.3.
Since Gn is b ipartite  and Hamiltonian, we can split Gn into two equal p a rtite  sets, 
calling one of these sets RSET and the other LSET. Let Vi £ S n. In defining 717 there 
are two cases.
1. If Vi £ RSET then 77 =  (j  | vj — Vi ■ (1 k ) for k =  n, n — 1, . . . ,  2).
2. If Vi £ LSET then 77 =  (j  \ Vj =  v-L • (1 k) for k = 2 , 3 , . . . ,  n).
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Vx - = V i - {  1 k - l )  Vx — Vi  • ( 1 k  +  1)
Vi Vi
=  Vi ■ (1 & - 1 )
(a)
Figure 3.9: Vertex Arrangem ent if (a) V{ £  R SET or (b) V{ £  LSET
Figure 3.9 depicts the general cases when (a) Vi £  RSET and (b) Vi £  LSET. 
The above two cases define ni for all Vi £ S n; thus, we have defined the rd-tuple 
( 7 T i ,  7 t2 , . . . ,  7rn j ) .  According to Theorem 3.3, there exists a 2-cell em bedding of Gn on 
some surface for this nl-tuple. In order to  determ ine the genus of this surface, we 
need to  determ ine the num ber of regions of the embedding.
If Vi £  LSET and 2 <  k < n, then Vj =  Vi ■ (1 k) £ RSET. In tracing the region, 
we m ust leave Vj via transposition (1 k —1). So, vi — Vj-( 1 k —1) £  LSET. Continuing 
to  trace the region, we m ust leave vi via transposition (1 k —1+1) =  (1 k). Thus, 
it is clear th a t only two transpositions are used involving three positions: the 1st, 
k —l st, and the k th. Since no other position can be changed, we are perm uting three 
symbols. This is isomorphic to  the 3-climensional star G 3 (See Figure 3.10). Thus, 
if Vi £ LSET is the starting  point in tracing a region, we will complete a cycle after 
six edges. Similarly, if u,; £  R SET is the starting  point in tracing a region, we will 
complete a cycle after six edges. Thus, any vertex we pick to s ta r t tracing a region 
will engender a 6-cycle for a boundary. Therefore, all boundaries are bounded by 6 
edges.
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vi = v6 ■ (1 k - 1)
vA = v3 • (1 k)
Figure 3.10: Regions are Bounded by Six Edges
We now only need to show th a t every edge e G E n is on the boundary of exactly 
two regions. If edge e connects two vertices Vi 6 LSET and Vj G R SET such th a t 
Vj = Vi - {I k), for some 2 <  k < n, and we use edge e to enter vertex Vi, then  we 
m ust leave Vi via the edge w ith transposition (1 k + 1). As shown above, this defines 
a  region. If we choose to leave vertex vi via edge e, then we m ust enter vertex n, a t 
the end of the 6-cycle via the edge w ith transposition (1 k —1). This defines a  second 
region. Since these are the only two possible ways to  enter or leave vertex Vi via edge 
e, edge e is on the boundary of exactly two regions. Thus, every edge is on the  border 
of exactly two regions.
Since every region is bounded by 6 edges and every edge is on the border of exactly 
two regions, r =  nl where r i s  the number of regions.
Thus, by application of Theorem 3.1, the above procedure results in an em bedding 
of G n onto a surface of genus g = nl +  1- Thus, 'y(Gn) <  nl +  1- D
Therefore, by combining Claim 1 and Claim 2, j ( G n) = nl +1- This completes 
the proof of Theorem 3.7. □
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Table 3.1: RSET and LSET for G4
RSET LSET
7 7  =  1234 
v 2 =  3124 
v3 =  4132 
7 7  =  2314 
v 5 =  4213 
v6 =  2431 
v 7 = 3241 
v8 =  4321 
Vg =  1423 
uio =  2143 
v n  =  3412 
V12 =  1342
v i 3  = 2134 
v u  = 3214 
=  4231 
Vig =  1324 
V\7 — 4123 
V\s — 1432 
U19 =  3142 
^20 == 4312 
v2i =  2413 
v22 =  1243 
v23 = 3421 
v2 4 — 2341
Table 3.2: 77, 7t2, . . . ,  7r24 for G 4
7T1 . . T 24
7Ti = (15 14 13) 7Tl3 = = (1 2 3)
7T2 = (17 13 16) 7T14 = = (4 1 5)
7T3 = (13 19 18) VT15 = (6 7 1)
7T4 = (20 16 14) 7Tl6 = (2 4 8)
vr5 = (14 22 21) 7Ti7 = (9 10 2)
7A = (18 23 15) 7Tl8 = (3 11 6)
7r 7 = (22 15 24) 7Tl9 = (12 3 10)
7T8 = (16 24 23) 7T 20 = (11 12 4)
7r 9 = (23 21 17) 7T21 = (5 9 11)
7T10 =: (19 17 22) ^ 2 2  = (10 5 7)
7T n = = (21 18 20) ^ 2 3  = (8 6 9)
7T.12 = = (24 20 19) 7r 24 = (7 8 12)
Since (n\ +  l )  >  (n — 3) f°r n  >  4, the conjecture of Akers et al. [2] is
disproved. Also, the proof of Claim 2 gives us a m ethod to  embed the s ta r graph of 
dimension n  onto a surface of genus 7 (Gn).
E x a m p le : In order to show how we can use Claim 2 of Theorem 3.7 to  embed Gn 
onto a surface of genus 7 (Gn), we will go through the process for G'4. F irst, we m ust 
split the vertices of G n into the two sets -  RSET and LSET. Table 3.1 shows how this 
splitting is done and assigns a unique 77 to each vertex of G 4. Next, we com pute 77 for 
1 <  i <  24. Vertex 77 — 1234 is connected to vertex 775 — 4231 by the transposition 
(1 4); vertex 774 =  3214 by the transposition (1 3); and vertex 773 — 2134 by the 
transposition (1 2); therefore, since 77 =  1234 G RSET, we have 717 =  (15 14 13). 
Vertex 773 =  2134 is connected to vertex 77 =  1234 by the transposition (1 2); vertex 
v 2 =  3124 by the transposition (1 3); and vertex v3 =  4132 by the transposition 
(1 4); therefore, since 773 =  2134 G LSET, we have 773 =  ( 1 2  3). Continuing in 
this m anner for all 24 vertices, we will arrive a t the results shown in Table 3.2. Now
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4231 2134
1234
3214
2431 4132
4231 2134
3241 1234 3124
3214
4213
Figure 3.11: After Em bedding Figure 3.12: After Em bedding Vertices Adjacent
Vertices A djacent to  v\ to  Vi5, vu , and
th a t we have the 24-tuple (7Ti,. . . ,  7r24), we can begin embedding G4 onto the  torus. 
If we s ta r t by embedding vertex v\ = 1234, we will then embed vertices v i 5  — 4231, 
n14 =  3214, and Ui3 =  2134 as shown in Figure 3.11. Our next step is to  em bed the 
vertices adjacent to =  4231, v u  =  3214, and ui3 =  2134, as shown in Figure 3.12. 
Continuing to embed the edges and vertices of G 4 according to the 24-tuple, we will 
eventually construct the embedding as pictured in Figure 3.8.
3.2  P an cak e G raphs
The pancake graph and the s ta r graph have several properties in common. B oth have 
n\ nodes, n! edges, and a recursive structure. One area th a t the pancake graph
is dem onstrably be tte r than  the star is th a t of diameter. In C hapter 1 we have seen 
th a t the diam eter of the pancake Pn is a t most | n  +  2 and the diam eter of the  star 
Gn is 3<'n~1') j . W hat we will show in this section is th a t th is decrease in diam eter 
comes a t a cost of a larger genus for the pancake. Lemma 3.8 shows th a t Pn is not 
b ipartite , so it rules out the possibility of using an argum ent similar to the proof of
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7 (Gn) to  prove 7 (Pn). Theorem 3.9 proves th a t girth (Pn) is six, and Theorem  3.10 
shows th a t the only way to obtain a cycle of length six in the pancake graph is by 
alternately  flipping the first two and first three positions. Theorem  3.11 shows th a t 
a lower bound of 7 (Pn) is equal to 7 (Gn) by the use of Theorem  3.2 and then  goes 
on to  show the main result of this section -  7 (Pn) is strictly  greater than  th is lower 
bound.
L em m a 3.8 The pancake graph of dimension n > 4 is not bipartite.
Proof: I t ’s easy to see th a t P 2 and P3 are b ipartite  so le t’s look a t P4. One property  
of a b ipartite  graph is th a t cycles of odd length do not exist; therefore, in order to 
show a graph is not bipartite , it is sufficient to show th a t an odd length cycle exists. 
Consider the following cycle in P4:
1234 -  2134 -  4312 -  1342 -  2431 -  3421 -  4321 -  1234
This a cycle of length seven, which is odd. Thus, P4 is not bipartite . Since P 4 is a 
subgraph of Pn for n > 4, we know th a t Pn has an odd length cycle when n  > 4. 
Therefore, the pancake graph of dimension n > 4 is not bipartite. □
T heorem  3.9 Let Pn =  (Sn, E n) be a pancake graph of dimension n > 2 , then,
girth (Pn) =  6.
Proof: In order to see th a t there is a cycle of length six, we only need to look a t P3. 
P 3 is itself a cycle of length six, and due to the recursive nature  of Pn we know P3 
is a subgraph of P„ for all n > 3. In order to have a cycle of length two, there m ust
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be m ultiple edges between two vertices. This contradicts the definition of Pn. If a 
cycle of length three exists, then we can use a t m ost three flips: flip(i), flip(.7'), and 
flip(A;), where i < j  < k. Since there is no way to restore position k  w ithout using 
flip (A:) twice, we cannot have a cycle of length three using three flips. So, if a cycle of 
three exists, we m ust use a t m ost two flips: flip(i) and flip(j), where i < j .  A cycle 
of three would then  require th a t we use either flip(i) twice in a row or flip(.7) twice in 
a  row. E ither way, this would result in a cycle of length two, which we have already 
shown not to  exist. Thus, there are no cycles of length three. If a cycle of length four 
exists, then  we can use a t m ost four flips: flip(i), flip(j), flip(A:), and flip(A), where 
i < j  < k < I. As before, there is no way to restore position I w ithout using flip(/) 
twice, so we cannot have a cycle of length four using four flips. Thus, we m ust have 
a t m ost three flips: flip(i), flip(j), and flip (A;), where i < j  < k. Since we m ust use 
flip(A;) twice, and they cannot be back to back, the only way to  apply the flips is: 
flip(i) flip(A;) flip(j) flip (A;). (Remember, since this is supposed to be a cycle, it is 
equivalent to flip(j) flip (A;) flip(z) flip (A;), and so on) B ut this will leave the contents 
of the original position i a t position 1. Thus, it is not a cycle. So, we m ust use a t 
m ost two flips to create a cycle of four: flip(i) and flip(j), where i < j .  The only 
way to  apply these two flips is: flip(z) flip(j) flip(f) flip(.7). B ut, as before, the object 
th a t was originally in position i is now at position 1. Thus, no cycles of length four 
exist. If a cycle of length five exists, then we can use a t m ost five flips: flip(z), flip(i), 
flip (A;), flip(Z), and fiip(m), where i < j  < k < I < in. Once again, there is no way to 
restore position in w ithout using flip('m) twice, so we cannot have a cycle of length 
five using five different flips. Thus, we m ust use a t m ost four flips: flip(-i), flip(.y),
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flip(A;), and flip(/), where i < j  < k < I. We have the following possible application 
of the flips: flip(7) flip(x) flip(Z) flip(y) flip(z), where the x , y , z  G { i , j , k }  such th a t 
x  ^  y -jz z. In this case, the object th a t was originally in position I will be in position 
I —  x  +  1. Thus, it is not a cycle. Any other combination of flip(?')> flipO), flip(A0, 
and flip(Z) can be obtained from the above application, due to  its supposed cyclic 
nature. Thus, we cannot have a cycle of length five using four different flips. So, if a 
cycle of length five exists, we can use a t most three different flips: flip(z), flip O’), and 
flip (A;), where i < j  < k. The only way to apply these flips is as follows: flip (a:) flippy) 
flip (A:) flip (2) flip (A;), where x , y , z  G { i , j }  and x  ^  y. This leaves the object th a t was 
originally in position k in position A; — z +  1. Due to  the supposed cyclic nature , all 
possible combinations of these flips can be obtained by the above application. Thus, 
we cannot obtain a cycle of length five using three different flips. So, if a cycle of 
length five exists, we m ust use a t most two flips: flip(i) and flip(j), where i < j .  No 
m atte r how we apply these two flips we will either have two flip(«)’s adjacent or two 
flip(y)’s adjacent; this implies a cycle of length two, which has been shown to  not 
exist. Thus, cycles of length five do not exist. Thus, the girth of the pancake graph 
of dimension n > 3 is six. □
T h e o re m  3 .10  The only way to make a cycle of  length six in the pancake graph of 
dimension n > 3 is through the use of f l ip(2) and f l ip(3).
P ro o f :  We first need to verify th a t the only way to achieve a cycle of length six is 
through the use of at most two flips. Since we are dealing with a cycle of length six, 
we can use a t most six flips: flip(Z), flip(y), flip (A;), flip(/), flip(m), and flip(n), where
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i < j  < k < I < m  < n. But, no m atter w hat order we apply these flips, we will not 
be able to restore position n  w ithout using flip(n) twice. Thus, we cannot have a cycle 
of length six using six different flips. Thus, we can use a t most five different flips: 
flip(f), flip(j), flip(fc), and fhp(w ), where i < j  < k < I < m.  In th is case,
there are two possible applications of the flips: flip(m) flip(w) flip(?77.) flip (a;) flip (y) 
flip (2); and flip(ra) flip(w) flip (a;) flip(m) flip (2/) flip(z), where i u , x , y , z  G 
and w  7  ^ x  ^  y ^  z. In the first case, the object th a t was originally in position 
m  — w + 1 will be in position m,  which is not a cycle. In the second case, if w < x, 
then  the object th a t was originally in position m  — x  +  1 will be in position to; 
otherwise, the object th a t was originally in position m  — w + x  will be in position 
to. In either case, we do not have a cycle, so we cannot have a cycle of length six 
using five different flips. Thus, we can use a t most four different flips: flip(z), flip(j), 
flip(fc), and flip(Z), where i < j  < k < I. There are three different ways to apply these 
flips:
1. flip(0  flip(w) flip(0  flip(a:) flip(a/) flip(^), where w , x , y , z  G { i , j , k }  and x ^ y  
and y ^  z\
2. flip(/) flip(w) flip (a;) flip(Z) flip (y) flip(2), where w , x , y , z  G { i , j , k }  and w  7  ^ x 
and y ^  z\
3. flip(Z) flip(w) flip(Z) flip(a') flip(Z) flip(y), where w , x , y  G {*, j ,  k}  and w ^  x  /  y.
In the first instance, the object th a t was originally in position I — w +  1 will be in 
position /, which is not a cycle. In the second instance, if x  > w,  then the object 
th a t was originally in position I — x  +  1 will be in position /; otherwise, the object
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th a t was originally in position I — w + x  will be in position I. In either case, a cycle 
will not exist. In the last instance, the object th a t was originally in position w  will 
end a t position y , which is also not a cycle. Thus, we cannot ha.ve a cycle of length 
six using four different flips. Thus, we can have at most three different flips: flip(i), 
flip(j), and flip(k),  where i < j  < k. There are several different ways to  apply these
flips, bu t all can be accomplished by the following two patterns:
1. flip(&) flip(^c) flip(A;) flip(rc) flipjA) flip(2/), where x , y  E {i , j } and x  ^  y ;
2. flip(A:) flip(w) flip(a’) flip(fc) fhp(?/) flip(^), where w , x , y , z  E { i , j }  and w ^  x
and y  z.
In the first instance, the object th a t was originally in position k — x  + 1 will end up in 
position y , which is not a cycle. In the second instance, if x  > w,  then the object th a t 
was originally in position k — x + 1  will be in position k] otherwise, the object th a t 
was originally in position k — w + x  will be in position k. In either case, we do not 
have a cycle. Thus, we cannot have a cycle of length six using three different flips. 
Thus, we can have a t most two different flips: flip(f) and flip(j), where i < j .  There is 
only one way to apply these two flips: flip(.f) flip(f) fhp(j) fhp(f) fhp(j) flip(f). After 
the first flip, 1 will be a t position j  and will remain there after the second flip. The 
th ird  flip returns 1 to  position 1, and the fourth flip puts 1 at position i. The fifth 
flip puts 1 a t position j  — i + 1. For a cycle to exist, 1 must now be a t position i so
j  — i +  1 =  i. This occurs only when j  is odd; therefore, i Now, le t’s look a t
w hat happens for position j  — 1 when we use flip(/') and flip(j), where i =  rj and j
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is odd. L et’s s ta r t w ith the perm utation:
1 2 . .  . ( i  — 1) i ( i + l ) . . . ( j - l )  J.
A fter the  first flip we have:
j  ( j  -  1) . . .  (i +  1) i (i — 1).  . .2  1.
A fter the second flip:
i + - 1 ) j  (* — 1) . . .  2 1.
A fter the th ird  flip:
1 2 . . .  (i — 1) j  ( j - l ) . . . ( i  + l)  i.
A fter the  fourth flip:
j  (i -  1) . .  .2  1 ( j -  1) . . .  (i +  1) i.
A fter the fifth flip:
i (i +  1) . . .  ( j  -  1) 1 2 . . .  (i -  1) j.
And after the sixth flip:
1 (j -  1) . . .  (i +  1) i 2. . . ( i  — 1) j.
Note th a t position 1, i, and j  are returned to  their proper positions. B ut now we 
have position j  — 1 in position 2. This occurs only when j  =  3. So, the only way to
obtain a cycle of length six using flip(i) and flip(j) is when j  =  3 and i = =  2 . □
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T heorem  3.11 Let Pn =  (S n , E n) be a pancake graph of dimension  n. Then
where r is the num ber of regions. Simplifying this expression yields the following 
expression:
This equation tells us th a t every region has a boundary of six edges and every edge is 
on the  boundary of two regions. If we solve for the num ber of regions, we will find th a t
From Theorem  3.10, we know th a t the only way to obtain a cycle of length six is to 
fix all b u t the first three positions and use flip(2) and flip(3). In order to  determ ine 
the num ber of possible cycles of length six, we need only com pute the num ber of 
com binations of n  things taken three a t a time. Thus, the num ber of possible cycles 
of length six is:
So, the num ber of possible cycles of length six is less than  the num ber of regions. 
This contradicts the fact th a t every region m ust be bounded by six edges. Thus, our
Proof: Since Pn has n\ vertices, n\ edges, and a girth  of six(Theorem  3.9), we
know from Theorem  3.2 th a t 7 (Pn) > n\ +  1. Assume th a t the equality holds. 
Then we have
r — n\ This means th a t Pn m ust have a t least n\ cycles of length six.
assum ption th a t equality holds is incorrect; therefore, 7 (Pn) > n\ ( ^ )  +  1- a
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W hile from a communication standpoint the pancake graph is a b e tte r choice than  
the s ta r for an interconnection network, it comes as a result of being more complex 
to  build as a circuit.
3 .3  S tar  G raph  v s . B in a ry  H y p ercu b e
In com paring the star graph w ith the binary hypercube, it is necessary to  ask several 
questions: How fault to lerant are they? How symmetric? How do their diam eters 
compare? Their degrees? and How efficient are their layouts? From C hapter 1, we 
know th a t both the s ta r graph and the binary hypercube are vertex and edge sym m et­
ric, along w ith being maximally fault tolerant. Before we can com pare degrees and 
diam eters we m ust first have processor equivalent networks. By processor equivalent 
networks we mean th a t the num ber of processors in each network is as close to  equal 
as possible. For example, the binary hypercube of dimension seven, which has 128 
nodes, is the processor equivalent of the star graph of dimension 5, which has 120 
nodes. Occasionally, we have to  make an arb itrary  choice between two possibilities. 
For instance, the s ta r graph of dimension four has 24 nodes. The binary hypercube 
of dimension four has 16 nodes, and the binary hypercube of dimension five has 32 
nodes. Both hypercubes have a difference of eight nodes from th a t of the s ta r graph, 
so they are both  processor equivalent to the star. W hen this happens, we give the 
hypercube the benefit of doubt and pick the smaller. While this gives the hypercube 
a slight edge in the comparisons, the results are still quite impressive. Since the star 
graph of dimension n  has 77.! nodes, the processor equivalent hypercube has approxi­
m ately log2(n!) nodes. For the rem ainder of this section, we will use n  to  represent the
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Table 3.3: Diameters and Degrees of Gn and <3iog2(n!)
n log2(n!) Dia(G„) Dia(Qiog2(„!)) Deg(Gn) Dcg((5log2(?i!))
2 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 2 3
4 4 4 4 3 4
5 7 6 7 4 7
6 9 7 9 5 9
7 12 9 12 6 12
8 15 10 15 7 15
9 18 12 18 8 18
10 22 13 22 9 22
dimension of the star graph and log2(n!) to represent the dimension of the processor 
equivalent hypercube. The diam eter of the star graph is , while th a t  of the
equivalent hypercube is log2(re!). From this we see th a t the diam eter of the s ta r graph 
grows at a linear pace, while th a t of the hypercube grows a t a logarithm ic. Thus, 
the diam eter of the s ta r grows a t a slower rate than  the hypercube, so the diam eter 
of the s ta r is less than  the diam eter of the hypercube, once 3("., — <  log2(n!). This 
occurs when n >  4. The degree of the star is n  — 1, while th a t of the hypercube if 
log2(n!). Thus, when n > 2 the diam eter of the star is less than  th a t of the hyper- 
cube. Table 3.3 shows the comparison of diam eters and degrees for 2 <  n  <  10. One 
way to  determ ine the efficiency of the layout of a graph is by examining the genus of 
th a t graph. The smaller the genus the more efficient the layout. In Section 3.1, we 
have given a formula for the genus of the star graph. The genus of the binary hyper­
cube was discovered independently by Beincke and Harary[7] and Ringel[43] and is 
as follows:
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Table 3.4: Comparison of G n and Qiog2(n!)
n log2(n!) 7  (G„) 7(Qlog2(n!))
2 1 0 0
3 3 0 0
4 4 1 1
5 7 21 49
6 9 241 321
7 12 2521 4097
8 15 26881 45057
9 18 302401 458753
10 22 3628801 9437185
Theorem  3.12 ([7, 43]) Let Qk — (S k ,E k ) be a binary hypercube of dimension  k. 
Then
7 { Q k )  =  ( k -  4)2fc- 3 +  1.
Thus, we have the following lemma:
Lem m a 3.13 Let G n — (Sn, E n) be a star graph of dimension n. Let Qk  =  (Vk ,Ek) 
be a binary hypercube of dimension k, where k = log2(n!). Then, fo r  n  > 4, 7 (Gn) <
i{Qk)-
Proof: We show th a t this is the case by directly comparing 7 (Gn) w ith ^(Qk)-  Thus, 
7 (Gn) < l ( Q k ) if, and only if, n! ( —£— )  +  1 <  (k ~  4)2/c“ 3 +  1.
Since k =  log2(n!), (k -  4)2fc“ 3 +  1 =  (log2(n!) -  4)2lo^ (" !)-3 +  1 =  77,! +  1.
Thus, the inequality becomes
, f n - 4 \  , 1  ^ , f lo g 2 (n\) - 4 \  , 1
n! l ^ 6~ j  +  1 < ;  8 j + 1
Simplifying this inequality yields:
4
- ( 77- 4) < log2(n!) — 4.
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This inequality is satisfied for all n  > 4, since log2(n!) grows more rapidly th an  does 
n. Hence, we have:
7 (firn) 7(Qlog2(n!)) 4-
This completes the proof. □
Table 3.4 illustrates the comparisons of the genus of the star graph and the  hy­
percube for 2 <  n < 10. Based on Lemma 3.13, the s ta r graph should theoretically 
have a more efficient layout than  th a t of the processor equivalent hypercube.
Chapter 4 
Book Em beddings
The last type of graph em bedding th a t we will look a t is a book embedding. Let 
G — (V , E )  be an undirected graph. A linear layout L of the nodes of G  is a m apping 
of V  to  the set {1, 2 , . . . ,  |V |}. Two edges -  (u ,v )  and ( u ^ v 1) -  are conflicting if 
L{u) < L{u') < L(v) < L(y'). A book embedding of G in k pages consists of:
1. A linear layout L  of the nodes of G , and
2. A coloring of the edges of G  w ith k colors so th a t conflicting edges receive 
different colors.
The problem is to  find a book embedding of a given graph th a t uses the minim um  
num ber of pages. The num ber of pages used in such an em bedding is called the 
pagenumber of G, denoted by p(G). Ideally, these pages should be small in w idth. 
The width o f a page is the maximum num ber of edges th a t cross any line perpendicular 
to  the linear layout of the nodes. The width of a book embedding is the m axim um  
w idth of any individual page. The cumulative pagewidth of a book em bedding is the 
sum  of the widths of all pages.
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Vl v 3
v 4
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(a) Original G raph (b) Two Page Em bedding (c) One Page Em bedding 
Figure 4.1: Book Em bedding Example
E x a m p le :  L e t’s use the graph depicted in Figure 4.1a and create a book em bed­
ding for it. F irst, we need a linear layout L  of the nodes. Let L (v i) =  1, L (v 2) = 2 , 
L(n3) =  3, and L (v4) =  4. A fter we have added the edges to  the em bedding, we will 
have an em bedding as shown in Figure 4.1b. There is a conflict between edges (v4, u3) 
and (v2 , v 4), so by placing one of these two edges in a second page we will elim inate 
all edge conflicts. Thus, this is a 2-page book embedding of our graph. If we let the 
edges ( v i ,v 2), (v i , v 3 ), (u i,u 4), and (v2 , v 3) be in one page, and the edge (v2 , v 4) be in 
the second, we can see th a t we have one page of w idth three and one page of w idth 
one. If we let the edges (^1,^ 3) and (v i ,v 4) be in one page, and the edges (v4 , v 2), 
(v2 , v 3), and (v2 , v4) be in the second, we will have both  pages w ith w idth two. In ei­
ther case, the cumulative w idth will be four. Since we have shown th a t we can embed 
the graph in two pages, we know th a t two is the upper bound on the pagenum ber, but 
a different linear layout could possibly generate a book em bedding w ith fewer pages. 
For example, if we change our layout L  as follows: L(v\)  = 1, L (v3) =  2, L (v2) =  3, 
and L (v4) =  4, then we will have the book embedding as shown in Figure 4.1c. As 
you can see by inspecting this embedding, there are 110 edge conflicts, so this book
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em bedding uses only one page. The w idth of this single page is three, which is also 
the cumulative page width. Since all graphs th a t have a t least one edge require at 
least one page to be embedded, we know th a t the pagenum ber for this particular 
graph is one.
The pagenum ber of a graph has strong implications in VLSI design layout. If we 
take a book embedding of a graph and form a rectangle w ith the linear layout of 
the nodes, the number of pages will tell us how many layers are required to produce 
the chip. So, in effect, the pagenumber of the graph tells us the sm allest num ber of 
layers needed. Another area of VLSI design th a t can be described in term s of a book 
em bedding is the configuring of processors in the presence of faults. Given an array 
of processors, some of which may be faulty, we lay them  out in a line. This line can 
be either physical or logical. Running parallel to the line of processors are several 
bundles of wires. As we scan the line of processors, we activate switches connecting 
the good processors to  a bundle of wires and bypassing the bad processors. The 
bundles of wires act like a stack in th a t when a  process u requests a connection to 
another processor, u is connected to a particular bundle and pushes the other processor 
connections down a wire. W hen our scan reaches the processor to which processor 
u connects, it is popped off the bundle, since the wire is no longer needed, and the 
other connections are returned to their original positions. The desired property, in 
this case, is the minimization of the number of bundles required to interconnect all 
of the good processors in the desired layout. This is used in the Diogenes m ethod 
of fault tolerant design as described by Chung, Leighton, and Rosenberg [17, 44], If 
we take each bundle of wires and represent it as a page, we have a book embedding.
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Yannakakis has investigated the book embedding problem for p lanar graphs, showing 
th a t four pages are sufficient to book embed a p lanar grapli[53]. Chung, Leighton, 
and Rosenberg [18] have studied the book embedding problem for a variety of graphs 
including trees, grids, X-trees, Benes networks, complete graphs, and the binary 
hypercube. In the next section, we present the result of Chung et al. [18] on the  book 
em bedding of the binary hypercube. Then, in the last section, we will extend this 
result to th a t of the fc-ary hypercube.
4.1  B in a ry  H y p e rc u b e
There is a  little ex tra  background information needed before we present the main 
theorem  of this section. A graph G is outerplanar when it is possible to  embed C s 
vertices on a circle and the remaining edges, the noncircle edges, are noncrossing 
chords of the circle. The first theorem we will state  was originally given by Bernhart, 
and Kainen [8], and the proof sketch is taken from Chung et al. [18]
T h e o re m  4.1 ([8]) A graph G can be embedded in a one-page book if, and only if, 
it is outerplanar.
P ro o f :  If G  is outerplanar and is laid out on a circle as per the definition, then 
cu tting  the circle between any two vertices and opening it out to  form a line yields a 
one-page embedding of G.
Conversely, given a one-page embedding of G, passing a line through the vertices 
of G, in their order in the embedding, and joining the ends of the fine together to 
form a circle dem onstrates G ’s outerplanarity. □
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C o ro lla ry  4 .2  The pagenumber of a gra,ph G is at least as large as the m inim um  
number of outerplanar graphs into which G can be decom,posed.
P ro o f :  Assume the contrary, th a t the pagenumber of G  is less th an  the num ber of 
outerplanar graphs into which G  can be decomposed. Assume th a t the pagenum ber 
of G  is p, and the num ber of outerplanar graphs G  can be decomposed is k. Thus, 
by our assum ption, p < k. Since each page adm its an outerplanar graph, G  can be 
decomposed into p outerplanar graphs. This is a contradiction because this would 
m ean th a t p = k, bu t by assum ption p < k. Thus, the corollary holds. □
The next lem m a makes use of the following property of outerp lanar graphs. If 
G — (V ,E )  is an outerplanar graph, then |£ j <  2 |P | — 3.
L e m m a  4 .3  ([18]) Let G  =  (V ,E )  be an outerplanar graph with |V | =  N . Then G 
has less than N  “noncircle” edges.
P ro o f :  Let G  =  (V ,E )  be an outerplanar graph with \V\ = N .  Since we have N  
vertices, and the graph is outerplanar, all vertices are on a circle. Allowing one edge 
per adjacent vertices, we have accounted for N  edges. These edges are the “circle” 
edges. This leaves \E\ — N  “noncircle” edges. Thus, (|jEj — N ) < (2|Vj — 3 — N ).  
Since |Vj =  N ,  we have (\E\ — N )  < (N  — 3). □
We are now ready to present the theorem  of Chung et al. [18] th a t gives an upper 
and lower bound on the pagenum ber of the binary hypercube.
T h e o re m  4 .4  ([18]) The graph Q 2 (n) (n > 2) admits an (n — I)-page embedding. 
This embedding is within a factor of  2 of optimal. This embedding has one page of 
width 2 ‘ for  each 1 < i < n — 1.
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P ro o f :  The binary hypercube Q 2 (n) has 2n vertices and n2n~l edges. By applying 
Lem m a 4.3, we can determ ine th a t the minimum num ber of outerp lanar graphs into 
which Q 2 (n) can be decomposed is | .  Thus, by Corollary 4.2, the lower bound on 
the pagenum ber of Q 2 (n) is
In order to show th a t the upper bound on the pagenum ber of Q 2 (n) is n — 1, Chung 
et al. give an (n — l)-page book embedding for the binary hypercube as follows: 
S te p  1: Lay out the vertices of <^ 2 (2) as follows:
00 01 11 10
Using this linearization, (2) is embeddable in one page of w idth two (See Fig­
ure 4.2a).
S te p  2: Let N  =  2" be the num ber of vertices of Q 2 (n). Assume th a t Q 2 (n) can be 
em bedded with n  — 1 pages of widths 2, 4, . . . ,  2n~1, via the linearization
Pi P2 • • • Pn
, where each pi is a distinct length-n binary word. Then, the following layout for 
Q 2 (n +  1)
0Pi 0/32 • • ■ 0PN 1 Pn  • • ■ l /?2 ^Pi
is realizable w ith just one more page of w idth N  (See Figure 4.2b). The nodes 
0 /? i,. . .  , 0 Pn are embeddable in n  — 1 pages, as are the nodes l / ?i , . . . ,  1 Pn- The 
pages used for the copy 0 nodes can also be used for the copy 1 nodes, since the edges 
connecting these subcubes do not overlap. Thus, n  — 1 page of w idths 2, 4,  . . . ,  2n~l 
will be needed to  embed the two subcubes. The above linearization requires only
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00  01 11 10 O f t  O02 ••• O0n - i 0 f a  1 Pn  1 / h v - i  ••• 102 10i
(a) Q 2(2) in one page (b) Realization of <32(71 +  1) from Q 2(n)
Figure 4.2: Proof of Upper Bound on p(Q 2(n))
one ex tra  page of w idth N  in which the edges connecting the corresponding are 
embedded. Thus, Q 2(n + 1) is embeddable in n  pages w ith one page each of w idth 
2 \  for 1 <  i < n, which completes the induction and the proof. Thus, <32(?r) can be 
em bedded in n  — 1 pages, which is less than  twice the lower bound, w ith a cum ulative 
pagew idth of 2*. □
A generalization of Theorem  4.4 to the /c-ary hypercube will be given in the  next 
section.
4 .2  &-ary H y p ercu b es
In this section, we will give a lower bound and an upper bound to the  pagenum ber of 
the &-ary hypercube. Recall from C hapter 1 th a t the /c-ary hypercube of dimension n 
has kn vertices and kn2n ~ 1 edges. Each edge connects two vertices when the vertices 
differ by one (modulo k) in exactly one bit position. The lower bound is given in the 
same m anner as the lower bound for the binary hypercube, while the upper bound 
requires a few changes to the given embedding.
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k  — 4 k — 3 k — 2 fc — 1
Figure 4.3: Qk( 1) Em bedded in One Page
T h e o re m  4 .5  Let Qkip) be an n-dimensional k-ary hypercube, then the upper bound
and the lower bound isof the pagenumber is p(Qk(n)) < where a =
p(Qk(n )) <  2n_1. The embedding used to show the upper bound of the pagenumber
r ,  1 n —i ,
has cumulative pagewidth Yff-1 f  2 .
P ro o f :  The lower bound is determ ined through the use of Lemma 4.3 and the num ber 
of edges and vertices. Since we have kn2n~l edges and kn vertices, Lemma 4.3 indicates 
th a t  the minim um  num ber of outerplanar graphs into which Q k(n ) can be decomposed 
is 2n_1. Thus, according to Corollary 4.2, we know th a t the pagenum ber of Qk(n)  is 
a t least 2n_1.
In order to  show the upper bound, we give an (^ f^ -)-page  em bedding for Qk(n),  
where a —
S te p  1 : Lay out the vertices of Qk( 1) as follows:
0 1 2  3 (k -  2) (k -  1)
Using this linearization, Qk{ 1) is embeddable in one page of w idth two (See Fig­
ure 4.3).
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0/?x ... (a — 1 )/?i 0^2 ••• 0(3n ipN ... (k - l ) f3 N ••• (k - l ) (3 2 a(31 ... (A; — l)/3i
Figure 4.4: Dimension-n Edges Em bedded in One Page
S tep  2: Let a and N  =  kn be the num ber of vertices of Qk(n).  Assume th a t
Qk(n)  can be embedded with ( ~ f )  pages via the linearization
Pi P2 ■ • • Pn
where each pi is a distinct length-n A>ary word. Further assume th a t this is ac­
complished w ith cumulative pagewidth Yh=i an~t2 k l~1. Therefore, according to  the 
principle of induction, it is necessary to show th a t Qk(n  +  1) can be em bedded in 
pages w ith cumulative pagewidth an+1~l2 k l ~ 1 in order to complete the 
proof. L e t’s use the following layout for Qk{n  +  1):
0p x . . .  (a—l)Pi 0p 2 ••• 0p N 1 p N . . .  ( k - l ) p N ••• apx ( a + l ) A  . . .  ( k - l ) p x
This embeds the dimension-n edges of Qk(n)  in one page of w idth 2TV (See Figure 4.4). 
Now we have to embed the remaining edges. By assum ption, we know th a t the 
sequence Pi p 2 . . .  Pn  adm its an page embedding for Qk( n ) with
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0/?i 1/h • • • a,Pi Ofo l/?2 • • ■ 0,02 ■ ■ ■ 0 0n 1 Pn ■ ■ ■ o-Pn
0 - S u b c u b e ________________________ _____________. . . ---------------------
1 -S u b c u b e ________________________ ________________ _____________
( a  — 1)-Subcube
Figure 4.5: Em bedding the x-Subcubes
cum ulative pagewidth £"= i an~l2kl~l . So, the sequence x(5\ x/32 ••• %Pn also
adm its an ( —f p ) page embedding w ith cumulative pagewidth YJi-i an~l2 k l~l for 
the a>subcube Qk(n),  where 0 <  x  < (k — 1). The linearization given for Qk(n +  1) 
interleaves the subcubes 0 through (a —1) on the left of the sequence, and the subcubes 
a through (k — 1) on the right. Thus, the maximum number of subcubes interleaved is 
a. How the interleaving of these a subcubes is accomplished is shown in more detail in 
Figure 4.5. Since the z-subcube and the (x  +  a)-subcube, where x  < a, can share the 
same pages and each subcube uses ( ~ f f )  pages, the interleaving requires a (^ -fp ) 
pages, each of which has cumulative pagewidth an~l2kl~l . Therefore, the to ta l 
num ber of pages required is a ( ~ f p )  +  1 which is the num ber of pages required for 
the interleaving plus the one page for the n-dimension edges. Thus,
( a n — 1 \  ( an+l — a \  fa, — 1 \  ( an + 1  — a +  a — l \  (  an+l — 1
a f — ] +  1
a — 1 /  \  a  —  1  /  V a  —  1  /  \  a  —  1  I V a  —  1
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Therefore, p(Qic(n)) <  ( a"at!i~1')i where a =  f | j .  The cumulative pagew idth is given 
by a (£?= i a ^ k ^ 1) + N .  Thus,
( n  \  /  n  \  n + 1y  an~i2k i ~ 1 } + N =  l y  a *  +  2kn =  Y" a ^ A T 1
S  /  V S  /  t i
This completes the induction and the proof. □
Chapter 5 
Sum m ary and Conclusions
We have explored three areas of interconnection network design where the area of 
graph embeddings has applications. In C hapter 2, the sim ulation of one network by 
another was discussed by considering various embeddings of a  butterfly  network into 
a different size/type butterfly network. For these embeddings, the cost factors of edge 
dilation, edge congestion, processor load factor, and network expansion were given 
special a tten tion  over other factors th a t could govern the quality of the embedding. 
One such cost factor for these embeddings is the question of balancing the load factor 
across the nodes of the host graph. This balancing could be accomplished w ith little 
overhead in the embedding algorithm s, bu t would come a t the expense of increasing 
the dilation of the embeddings. If we are embedding an extrem ely large butterfly  into 
a relatively small butterfly, the imbalance of the embedded processors becomes fairly 
large -  for every dimension removed from the guest butterfly the load is increased 
by a factor of two. However, in problems such as the Fast Fourier Transform , the 
balancing of processors would cause an increase in the communication delay between 
some nodes due to  (a) the increased dilation and (b) the fact th a t the Fast Fourier 
Transform  operates on a row of processors a t a time. O ur em beddings assign a
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substantial num ber of processors th a t are 011 adjacent rows of the guest butterfly  to 
the same node in the host butterfly. Thus, the d a ta  required for the next level is 
already a t the node th a t requires it, and no delivery tim e is required for the d a ta  to 
reach the  node before it can begin processing.
In  C hapter 3, the embedding of a graph onto a surface was examined. This kind 
of em bedding is guided by another cost function, namely the genus function. We 
describe an em bedding of the star graph Gn onto a  surface of genus n\ +  1, the
genus of the s ta r graph. By determ ining the exact genus of the s ta r graph, we have 
disproved the conjecture of Akers et al. [2] th a t the genus of Gn is n — 3. We also 
establish a lower bound on the genus for the pancake graph. Establishing the lower 
bound of the pancake graph was straightforw ard -  the im portan t properties involved 
in Theorem  3.2 are the same for the pancake as they are for the star. We have 
improved slightly on this lower bound by showing th a t equality does not hold. The 
comparison of the genus of the  binary hypercube and sta r shows th a t for processor 
equivalent networks, the star has a substantially smaller genus growing a t a slower 
rate. This indicates a simpler circuit layout since fewer layers would be required. 
The m ain question th a t remains from this chapter is w hat is the exact genus of the 
pancake? As noted w ithin the chapter, a different m ethod will be required th an  th a t 
used for the star due to the pancake being non-bipartite. The pancake graph has 
been suggested as an even be tte r alternative to  the hypercube than  the s ta r due to 
the pancake’s slightly smaller diam eter, indicating a smaller com m unication delay. 
B ut this smaller diam eter comes a t the expense of being more difficult to realize as a 
circuit -- a trade-off between ease of construction and processor com m unication.
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Figure 5.1: G 4 Is a Subgraph of Q 3(3)
The type of graph em bedding th a t C hapter 4 dealt w ith was th a t of embedding 
a graph into a “book” . The graph we examined was th a t of the /c-ary hypercube, 
extending the work of Chung e t al. [18] on the binary hypercube. We establish upper 
and lower bounds on the num ber of pages required to  book embed the fc-ary hypercube 
and an upper bound on the page width. While there is a fairly large disparity between 
the  upper and lower bounds on the pagenumber, we feel th a t the actual pagenum ber 
is closer to  the upper bound than  it is to the lower bound. We are continuing to 
explore this problem.
There are a few other open questions th a t can arise by combining the different 
graph embeddings discussed here with the other networks described in this disser­
tation . We know from Shen e t al. [48] th a t the s ta r graph of dimension four is not 
a subgraph of any binary hypercube; thus, the star graph of any dimension is not 
a subgraph of any binary liypercube. This result does not extend into the case of
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Figure 5.2: G.% Em bedded in Four Pages
em bedding the star graph into k -ary hypercubes. We have established th a t the star 
graph (?4 is a subgraph of the ternary  hypercube of dimension three. Figure 5.1 illus­
tra tes  th is embedding (for clarity, edges of Qs(S) not used by G 4 and some node labels 
of G 4 have not been shown). Questions th a t arise from this are: Is Gn a  subgraph of 
a te rnary  hypercube of some dimension, or once a certain size is reached is the star 
graph no longer a subgraph of any ternary  cube? Is it possible th a t for any s ta r Gn 
there exists a  A:-ary hypercube for which Gn is a subgraph?
From the pagenumber of the binary hypercube, we know th a t the m axim um  num ­
ber of layers required to produce a chip containing a binary hypercube is n  — 1, which 
is substantially  smaller than  the genus. Will the star graph also have a substantially  
smaller pagenum ber compared to the genus? Heath and Istrail [31] give a construc­
tive proof th a t the pagenum ber of a genus g graph is O(g), while M alitz [40] gives 
a  nonconstructive proof th a t the pagenumber of a genus g graph is 0 (^ /g ) .  These 
results indicate th a t it might be possible. We have shown th a t G\ can be em bedded in 
four pages (See Figure 5.2). We are continuing to work on the problem of extending 
this result to  stars of higher dimension.
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